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1A
I. INTRODUCTION

Seals develop fluid-structuro-interaction forces due to the relative

motion of the rotor and housing at seal :Locations, and these forces have

been shown to have a significant influence on the rotordynamio stdbility

and response characteristics of high performance turbomachinery. The

present research effort was initiated in September of 1982, and is a

combined computational-experimental program to develcp experimentelly-

validated computational approaches for predicting seal forces. More

specifically, computational approaches are being developed to define the

force coefficients for the force-motion relationship:JX _'l [K k] I X + [o o? I'
wy J k 1 Y 11 1:1

where (X,) are components of the relative displacement vector between the

rotor and the stator at the seal location, and (FX, Fy) are components of

the reaction force resulting from transient pressure and velocity

distributions within the seal. The computational approaches which are

being developed In this study will define the pressure and velocity

distributions within the seal which result from relative rotor-stator

motion. The computational approaches are to be validated by comparison to

experimental measurements of the following quantities:

(a) transient measurements of the displacement (X, Y) and force

(FX, Fy) components, which results in calculated values for the

rotordynamio (stiffness and damping) coefficients of Eq. (1), and

(b) laser velocimeter measurements of the velocity distributions

within labyrinth seal cavities.

Dr. Childs and Dr. Rhode are remponsible, respectively, for the

URN4
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experimental and computational developments. In the following two

chapters, reviews are provided of the research acoomplishments with respect

to these two complementary facets of the research projocts.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. Introduction

The experimental developments of this program are Jointly supported by

NASA and AFOSR. NASA funds ($323,749; 1 July 1981 to 31 December 1984)

have been used to develop the test facility and test apparatus and to

support analytical-computational developments. NASA officials are

primarily interested in annular seals having constant-clearance or

convergent-taper geometries with smooth and honeycomb stator surfaces.

Their interest in this type of seal arises from applications in the turbine

areas of the high-pressure turbopumps of the Space Shuttle Main Engine.

Thia status report reviews the progress of the complete program without

distinguishing between sources of support.

B. Research Program - Review

ro During the past year, the test program has )een in a "shakedown" mode

involving the following developments:

(a) Accelerometers were installed on the stator to correct for

acceleration-induced forces which are measured by the transient load

cells. Software and electronics have been developed to implement this

correction.

(b) One of the hollow roller bearings which support the test shaft in

its housing was installed improperly by the original machine shop and

failed. Replacement units were installed properly and have worked
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satisfactorily.

(a) The original coolant and lubricant loop for the radial bearings

and the thrust bearing was found to be inadequate and was replaced.

(d) A stepper motor was added to provide remote external control for

vertical positioning of the test section seal.

• (ne) A 4:1 belt-pulley speed increaser was added to the electric-motor

drive system to provide a theoretical top speed of 21,500 opm. This

eliminated the need for the installation of an air turbine which was

originally provided for higher speeds. The belt-drive system also

eliminated the undesirable restraint of the coupling which was

originally provided as a low-speed drive system. The pulley system has

a marginal but adequate lifetime out to 20,000 rpm when transmitting

up to 30 hp.

(f) Extensive software has been developed to expedite the execution of

testing and the processing and presentation of test data. As a result,

150 data points can generally be secured in under three hours.

(g) An approximate analysis was developed [11 based on lwatsubo's work

[23 for the prediction of leakage and the rotordynamic coefficients of

Eq. (1) for labyrinth seals. A copy of reference DI) is attached. In

comparison to previously published data of Wachter and Benckert [3],

the analysis provides satisfactory results. However, Wachter and

Benchert provide only direct and cross-coupled stiffness data (K and k

of Eq. (1)), with no damping measurements. Further, the data only

applies for fluid prerotation without shaft rotation, or shaft rotation

without fluid rotation. As specified in Pl], the approximate analysis

is in rough agreement with teeth-on-stator data but is completely at

odds with the published teeth-on-rotor results.

•1 r i
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(h) The following seal configurations were tested:

(1) smooth, constant-clearance,

(ii) smooth, convergent-tapered,

(iii) smooth-rotor, honeycomb stator,

(iv) constant-clearance labyrinth with teeth-on-stator, and

• (v) constant-olearance labyrinth with teeth-on-rotor.

The honeycomb seal was provided by NASA and Rooketdyne and is the

turbine interstage seal for the HPOTP (High Pressure Oxygen Turbopump)

of the SSME (Space Shuttle Main Engine). The two labyrinth seals are

illustrated in figure 1 and use cavity and tooth dimensions based on

G. E. aircraft-gas-turbine design practice.

C. LabLrinth Seal Test Results

V The test apparatus and facility are described in detail in Nicks'

thesis [41, which is attached as part of this report. The test apparatus

has the capability to identify the seal rotordynamic coefficients of the

general linearized model

JFXJ FKXX(eo) KXy(e0) XrXx(e0) CXy(eo) (2)
--- -I + (2)

(F) LKyx(eo) KyX(eo) Y LCyX(eo) Cyy(eo)J

for small motion about an arbitrary static eccentricity position defined by !

eo, eSg.,= Xc m eo Yo a 0. This is in contrast to the model of Eq. (1)

which applies for small motion about a centered position.

The following parameters can be controlled in testing:

(a) Pressure ratio. The seal discharge pressure is atmospheric, and

the supply pressure can be increased from zero to approximately 90 psi.

(b) Running speed. The running speed range for the present test

apparatus is zero to 8000 rpm.
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(c) In~et Tangential Velocity. Swirl rings are provided at the seal

inlet to prerotate the flow either in the same direction or an opposite

direction to rotation. Alzo, fluid can be introduced with no

intentional prerotation.

All testing is done with air and includes static measurements of the

entrance and exit pressures and temperatures, and pressure mneasurements in

each labyrinth cavity. The testing reported here is for small motion about

a centered position.

Figure 2 illustrates the test results for a tooth-on-rotor labyrinth

seal configuration with fluid prerotation in the direction of shaft

rotation. The independent variable is running speed and families of curves

are presented for various pressure ratios. Observe that all of the

coefficients, except for the cross-coupled damping coefficients, are

relatively insensitive to running speed. The cross-coupled damping

coefficient displays the most erratic behavirr with respect to its

dependency on running speed and pressure ratio. Again, from figure 2,

observe the general monotonic increase of the rotordynamic coefficients

with increasing pressure ratios.

From a rotordynamics viewpoint, the direct damping and cross-coupled

stiffness coefficients are quite significant in determining the stability

and peak response characteristics of rotors, The direct stiffness and

croas-coupled damping terms have a minute influence on critical speed

locations and are of markedly less interest. Figures three and four

illustrate the dependence of these coefficients on pressure ratio. The

three curves on each of these figures are for no fluid prerotation and

prerotation in the same and opposite direction, respectively, to shaft

rotation. The curves connect the average value, with respect to speed, for
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each coefficient. The horizontal bars, which connect the vertical lines

through each data point show the extreme values due to speed dependency.

With respect to the cross-coupled stiffneso, the results of figures 3

and 4 show a strong influence on fluid prerotation 4ith k increasing and

decreasing due to fluid prerotation, respectively, in the direction of

shaft rotation and opposed to shaft rotation. Comparatively small values

result for no shaft rotation. Cross-coupled stiffness values are generally

smaller for teeth-on-stator than teeth-on-rotor configurations.

The direct damping value is loss sensitive to fluid prerotation. It

is generally largest for fluid prerotation against shaft

rotation, moderately smaller for prerotation in the same direction as

rotation, and smallest for no fluid prerotation. Observe that direct

damping Increases with the pressure ratio and would have an approximate,

extrapolated zero value for a pressure ratio of one.

The test results provided in figures 2 through 4 are vastly better

than any which have previously been published. They have only recently

been obtained and will obviously require substantial additional study. The

correlation with the analysis of reference C13, developed in this study, is

disappointing. Specifically, measured cross-coupled stiffness ooetficients

are much less sensitive to running speed than predicted, and measured

damping values are on the order of four times higher than predictions. As

discussed in the following section, a "new and improved" but still quite

simplified solution will be developed in the coming year which should

substantially improve the correlation between theory and experiment,

D. Research Program - Plans for Current Year

The following speolfic tasks will be completed in current contract
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time period:

(a) Test Apparatus Development. The labyrinth seals leak a great deal

less than the annular seals which have been tested in the past for

NASA. As a consequence the vortex flow meter which was originally

purchased has proven to be oversized and will shortly be replaced by an

appropriately sized turbine flow meter. In addition, the Inlet swirl

rings were also oversized to achieve sufficiently high tangential

velocities and are •'oin supplemented with new units. Finally, various

redesigns are underway to yield a sharp increase in runnS.ng speed,

probably to something on the order of 15,000-16,000 opi.

(b) Computational Developments. As noted earlier, a simplified

analysis has been developed for the prediction of rotordynamio

coeffieo~nts of labyrinth seals [13p and has not proven to be

particularly satisfactory. The motivation for developing this type of

analysis, as compared to the complete three-dimensional Navier-Stokeo

solution of Dr. Rhodes, is quite simply cost and convience. A

relatively simplitied analysis is needed for design purposes. A "new

and Improved" simplified analysis is ourruntly under development based

on the work of Jenny, Wysaman, and Pham [5). We propose to "calibrate"

this model by comparison to Dr. Rhodes' more comprehensive solution.

(o) LDA Develoements. Dr. Morrison and his graduate student, Mr. Mike

Long, will continue to work at achieving velocity measurements within a

labyrinth cavity.

E. GRADUATE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

Hr. Joseplh Soharrer has been working on this project since 1 January

1983. Mr. Soharrer concluded his I8. S. degree In Mechanical Engineering at
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Northern Arizona University in July of 1982 (in three years). He has been

accepted into the AFRAPT program by TAMU and spent the summer of 1984 with

General Electric at Lynn, Massachusetts. Mr. Soharrer has been responsible

for a great deal or the experimental development work on this projeot, and

has recently assisted in the development of an Improved prediction model

for rotordynmio-oooetriolents of a labyrinth seal E1], Mr. Mike Long has

been working with this projeot tor the past year with Dr. Gerald Morrison

on the development of LDA measurement techniques for labyrinth seals. He

spent the summer working with Garrett at Phoenix, Arizona.
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111. COMPUTATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

A, Introduction

Good progress has been made in developing an advanced, user-simplis-

tic, experimentally-validated, finite difference computer code for

predicting the pressure and velocity fields and subsequently the four

rotordynamic force coefficients of Eq. (1). The problem of subsonic

air flow through a labyrinth seal in clearly elliptic, as recirculation

zones have been observed in flow visualization experiments [6]. Also.

it is three-dimensional because of rotor eccentricity effects which

are of primary concern. It has been assumed that the rotor instability

is manifested as a circular precessional orbit of frequency W about

the seal center position, The desired solution will be obtained from

the sateady-state form of the governing flow equations because a steady-

state flowfield processes along with the rotor in a r-O plans,

Once the predicted pressure distribution (for a given orbital

velocity w) acting on the rotor is obtained# it will be employed to

calculate the resulting Fr and Fr forces. A second computation of the

pressure and rotor force components at a different value of w finally

allows each of the all-important stiffness (Kok) and damping (Cc) coef-

ficients to be calculated as needed for dynamics calculations of the

rotor,

B. False Diffusion

Until recently, the upwind differencing scheme has been the most

eff•ctive tuethod for obtaining a stable numerical solution of

N~
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convection-dominated flows. However, this scheme is only first-order

accurate and may introduce serious truncation errors known as false

diffusion. This is especially true for flows where convection dominates

(i.e.. where the grid Perlet number ,PSI!Ivio/r , exceeds 2.0) with sub-

stantial streamline-to-grid skewness and diffusive transport normal to

the flow direction.

False diffusion results in an overly diffusive solution. A turbu-

lent recirculating flow, such as that within some labyrinth seals, is

particularly susceptible to the effects of false diffusion because of

its regions of considerable velocity gradient and streaumlino-to-grid

skewness. One way to prevent false diffusion in to utilize a sufficiently

fine grid so that central differencing for the convective terms may be

used throughout the calculation domain. Howevers this is quite expensive

for two-dimensional flows and prohibitive for three-dimensional ones.

The Hybrid upwind/central differencing scheme was originally

embodied in the incompressible flow code. Using this method, the con-

vective terms are formulated by upwind differencing for a grid Peiclet

number larger than 2.0; otherwise, central differencing is used. This

differencing schee h-as yielded solutions in which false diffusion has

entirely obscured physical diffusion [7,8].

The recent QUICK scheme derived by Leonard [9] eliminates false

diffusion. This scheme has been implemented in an original and highly

stabilizing way. It eliminates false diffusion by incorporating a three-

point upwind-shifted quadratic interpolation formula. Rhode, at al, [101

showed comparisons between the Hybrid and QUICK differencing schemes for

incompressible flow in labyrinth seal cavities, It was shown that the
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QUICK scheme yields a grid-independent solution using a considerably

more coarse grid than does the Hybrid scheme, thereby considerably

reducing the computational effort required. In that concentrk-rotor

seal flow problems it was found that a solution of given accuracy was

obtained using QUICK while consuming only 44% of the execution time

required by the state-of-the-art Hybrid scheme. This advantage will

certainly be more dramatic for the three-dimensional (eccentric-rotor)

seal flow problems which lie ahead. This computational advancement was

also presented by Rhode, etal. (11] for corresponding compressible

flows.

Both the incompressible and the compressible flow labyrinth seal

papers above included the complete distribution of numerous quantities

revealing the detailed flow character throughout a realistic labyrinth

seal cavity. Previously these detailed results ware largely unavailable.

These results serve to enhance one's fundamental understanding of the

compressible flow field in a labyrinth seal which generates the

rotordynamic instability forces of interest to gas turbine manufacturers.

C. Initial Compressible Flow Prediction Test Case of Concentric-Rotor

(2-D) Computer Code

Due to the late arrival of the Laser-Doppler anemometer, detailed

measurements of compressible flow in a labyrinth seal are yet to be ob-

tained. Thus, a brief prediction assessment using a compressible

"recirculating flow problem was conducted before developing the final

three-dimensional version of the code. A short literature search led

to the selection of the sudden-expansion dump combustor flowfield

W' W 15 7
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measured by Drewry [12]. He measured stagnation and static pressure

as well as static temperature at five axial stations.

The test facility employed by Drewry is shown schematically in

Fig. 5. High pressure air enters a large plenum chamber which exits

into the 63.5 mm-diameter inlet duct. After passing through this 317.5

mm-long duct, it enters the combustor test section which exhibits a

diameter and length of 97.5 am and 381 a, respectively. Finally, the

flow discharges through a nozzle of 63.5 m--diameter into the exhaust

duct.

This flowfield is characterized by both the Reynolds number and the

Mach number. Based on inlet duct conditions, these parameters exhibit

values of 1.42x10 6 and 0.67, respectively. The inlet static pressure

and temperature are 156 kPa (absolute) and 249.8*K, respectively,

The inlet flow measurements are perhaps most accurate at the

N measurement station approximately 105.0 am upstream of the duct expan-

sion (combustor inlet)- hence, this location was chosen for the upstream

computational boundary where a uniform profile is assumed for the axial

velocity and temperature. Values of x in the figures are measured from

this reference location. The domain extends downstream 348.0 mi from

the expansion. Solutions were obtained using the QUICK scheme with a

34 x 30 grid as well as the Hybrid scheme with a 53 x 30 grid.

The overall flow pattern is indicated by the predicted streamline

plot shown in Fig. 6. This result was obtained using the QUICK scheme

with the 34 x 30 grid. The stream function is nondimensionalized by

the inlet mass flow rate. ThI recirculating mass flow rate within the

recirculation zone is approximately 10% of the inlet value. Drewry's oil
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surface flow visualizatio~n results indicated that the dividing stream-

line (**- 1.0 ) reattachmmit occurs at x/D-1.99. This length is

under-predicted here by only 2.2%. The 53 x30 Hybrid scheme solution

(not shown) is almost identical, except in that case the reattachment

length is under-predicted by 6.2%.

The radial profile plots presented in Figures 7 through 10 reveal

the degree of agreement with measurements, The QUICK differencing

scheme was used along with the 34 x 30 grid in obtaining these predic-

tions. Figure 7 shows predicted and measured time-mean axial velocity

profiles, nondimensionalized by the spatially-averaged inlet duct velocity

U11212.3 m/s. Observe the excellent agreement at the first and third

axial stations in the presence of significantly less agreement at

the second station. This is somewhat surprising as the large au/ar

gradient at the first station appears to represent the most substantial

prediction challenge. The discrepancy at the second station is attri-

butad to measuremi, it inaccuracy due to the use of non-directional

pressure probes. This occurs for r/D>0,3 where the streamlines were

seen to exhibit non-zero slope; hence, relative to the local flow

direction, the probe was oriented at a significant pitch angle rather

than facing directly into the flow as desired.

Static pressure is given in Fig. 8, Each radial profile is nearly

uniform, and the agreement with measurements is excellent. The dis-

crepancy is less than 3.0% almost everywhere. Figure 9 shows profiles

of static temperature. The slight nonuniformity seen in these profiles

reflects the large velocity change occurring over the free shear layer

thickness in this flow of essentially constant stagnation enthalpy.

* ~ "~O*4
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Excellent agreement-with measurements is again obtained.

Predicted density profiles also exhibit this nonuniformity as

shown in Fig. 10. Due to the inverse relationship between density and

temperature. the radial gradient is opposite to that of temperature.

Do Prediction of Compressible Flow in a Concentric-Rotor Labyrinth Seal

The convergence rate and other operational characteristics of the

two-dimensional (concentric-rotor) compressible f low code were evaluated

via prediction of a generic labyrinth seal of the same geometry which

was computed earlier for incompressible flow, This also serves to

enhance one's insight into the compressible flows eccentric-rotor flow

field which produces the all-important rotordynamic forces, The configu-

ration of the labyrinth seal considered is depicted in Fig, 11,

The seal configuration exhibits a cavity axial length L-1.113 mm,

stator wall radius R a 42.89 mm, tooth radial clearance a-0.216 mm. and

radial distance from cavity base to stator wall d-1,105 mm, The shaft

speed flm33.410 rpm. the mean cavity inlet temperature T-294.4"K. and

tecavity inlet static pressure on the stator wall P owW.6I2 kPa

(absolute). Results are preconted for the case in which the cavity

inlet Mach number H 1 0.65 using the tooth-clearance bulk axial velocity.

Other dimensionless parameters are Re S2Uc/V'.'2.07xl10 and

Taa(Wd/v)(d/r h) h-4.16xI103. *Solutions were also obtained for inlet Mach

number values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0,72 using the same inlet pressure, den-

sityp and temperature. Comparisons between the four solutions are

discussed subsequently.

Measured distributions of compressible flow variables within a
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Figure 11. Configuration and expected streamline pattern
for a generic, straight-through labyrinth
geal.
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labyrinth seal cavity are not yet availabla. For the previous incom-

"pressible flow results [10], these inlet profiles were calculated along

with the solution by satting the inlet value of each variable (except

pressure) equal to the corresponding outlet value at sach numerical

iteration. This was based on the assumption that the incompressible

flow is straamvise periodic, However, this assumption is not valid for

the present variable-density flow situations. Fov the ptesent case,

the dimensionless inlet profiles of the incompressible flow solution

were adopted as the dimensionless inlet boundary values for compressible

flow through the identical seal cavity.

SFigures 12 through 17 exhibit predictions using a 33 x 31 grid

employing the QUICK scheme. This arrangement was previously shown ('10]

to yield accurate solutions of the difference equations for the incompres-

sible flow case, The convergence criteria for this study ranged as low

as 0.1% for the normalimed sum of residual source magnitudes,

Figure 12 shows the predicted dimensionless streamline pattern,

The stream function is nondimensionalised by the leakage mass flow rate.

The free shear layer emanating from the separation corner gives rise to

the expected recirculation sone in the cavity, There is no indication

from predictions that an additional small recirculation son* exists in

the lower corners of the cavity near the base of each tooth.

Although streamline patterns for other M cases are nearly identical,

an interesting observation can be made from comparing Fig, 12 with stream-

line plots for M IwO.2b 0.5, and 0.72. The recirculation strength as a

percentage of lekage mass flow rate decrueas slightly for Increasing

MV. This relative strength for the H "0.2 case is 40.2% and it stedily
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decreases to 35.4% for Mi-0.72. For comparison, the flow of liquid
hydrogen through the identical seal cavity at Rex- 110i 6 and Ta-l,3x1O5

produces a recirculation strength of 39.01,

The predicted radial profile plots pertain to the Mi -0,65 case and

indicate numerous previously unavailable details. Corresponding results

for other Mach number cases are very similar. One exception is a some-

what more pronounced variation in axial velocity and pressure for the

higher Mi cases in the region above the downstream tooth. Figure 13

shows axial velocity nondimensionalised by the cavity inlet bulk value

U'223.5 m/s. The solution indicates the expected large value of Du/Dr

near the separation corner. This reveals a high level of turbulence

energy generation in this thin shear layer region,

For the higher Mi cases, the large pressure decrease from inlet

to outlet of the cavity yields a corresponding density decrease, This.

in turn, results in a convective acceleration of the leakage flow in

accordance with mass conservation, This effect is shown in Fig, 14 for

each Mi. As expected, this Mach number effect sharply increases with

increasing Mi.

The swirl velocity component is shown in Fig, 15 in which the shaft

circumferential velocity is the nondimensionalizing factor. The distrI.-

bution is nearly uniform at a value of 0.72. The corresponding liquid

hydrogen case (10] exhibited uniform profiles with a value of 0.65.

Not shown here are very sharp gradients near each surface.

Figure 16 shows the pressure distribution relative to the inlet

stator wall pressura Pow* which for this came is 3.06x105 Pa (absolute).

It is normalized by the cavity inlet dynamic pressures The pressure
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decreases slowly until x/LO0.5 and then increases slightly until approxi-

mately x/L-0.75. Finally, it decreases sharply as the flow accelerates

over the downstream tooth. The sharp pressure peak observed at x/L-0.85

results from flow stagnation on the downstream tooth. For the given

leakage flow rate, the overall bulk pressure drop across the cavity is

approximataly 3.5x10 4 Pa (0.34 atm).

Dimensionless turbulence kinetic energy is plotted in Fig, 17. As

mentioned previously, it Is the large value of 3u/Dr In the free shear

layer which produces intense turbulence energy in that region. This

promotes the required large bulk pressure drop. As expected, the greatest

turbulence energy value occurs near the stagnation point on the downstream

tooth. The recirculation region effectively acts as a turbulence energy

sink as the figure indicates a lack of turbulence generation there.

E. Eccentric-Rotor (3-I)) Computer Code Development

The final major task in developing the required eccentric-rotor

computer code entails the extension of the concentric-rotor compressible-

flow code. Thin extension is conceptually straightforward and has been

proceeding nicely. A three-dimensional computational mash and corres-

ponding storaga arrays have been implemented. Also, numerous convective,

diffusive, and source tfrms involving e-derivatives have been appropriately

incorporated into each of the governing equations. Xn addition, a 3-D

iteration scheme has been included.

In accordance with objectives regarding the minimization of compu-

tational expense, numerous execution cost controls have been

implemented. As previously mentioned, a major advancement in this

_ _ _ ' . . I"' • ' " • • , '" ",I • " -'' ' . , 'p-. . ! i • . . , . . :
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regard is the incorporation of the QUICK differencing scheme in an

original, and stabilizing manner, which has dramatically reduced the

cost (via reduced grid density) required for necessary solution accuracy.

This scheme was found to yield a 562 execution cost reduction for a

concentric-rotor (2-D) case and will certainly provide considerably

greater reductions for the all-important eccentric-rotor (3-D) cases

of primary interest to engine manufacturers.

Several other cost reducing features are aimed at ,improving the con-

vergence rate of the iterative solution procedures. Use of the well-known

Cyclic Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorith as well as the SL)ULER solution

approach allow fast convergence. Also# an advanced data Input/output

sequence has already provided substantial savings, It permits writing

to and/or reading from disk/tape storage the current iteration level

values at any desired interval. This allows the user, in the batch

operating mode, to monitor solution progress, etc., and adjust the

convergence rate parameters and then resume program execution.

F. Summary

Second year progress in developing the 3-D eccentric-rotor computer

code inoludeds

(a) incorporation and evaluation of the QUICK differoincing

scheme to alleviate false diffusion errors and reduce

execution costs&

(b) evaluation of the 2-D concentric-rotor version via comparison

with preliminary measurements of compressible flow through

an abrupt pipe expansion,

..
I



(a) brief exploratory predictions of compressible flow within 4

a concentric-rotor labyrinth seal, and

(d) partial completion of extending the highly successful

concentric-rotor code to the required eccentric-rotor (3-D)

versiono including numerous execution cost saving features.

0. Graduate Student Development

Mr. Steve Sobolik continued employment during the second year of

this project: until June 1. 1984. He received a 8.5. degree (Cum Lauds)

in Mechanical Engineering from TAZ4U in May 1982. He designed and

developed software for Mitre Corp, (a NASA contractor) during three

sumacrs. Stove has been responsible for most of the computational

development work on this projecot. Hie is an innovative individual and

produces quality work. He was interviewed by numerous APRAPT companies,

and received an offer from Garrett Gas Turbine Engine Co. However, he

accepted a more lucrative offer elsewhere.

Mr, Steve Hensel began employment on June 1o 1984o having received

a B.S. degree (Cum Laude) in Nuclear Engineering from TAMU in May of 1984.

Mr. Herial Is progressing admirably and is a self-motivated, innovative

individual.,

H. Publications

The manusc~ript, "Prediction of Incompressible Flow in Labyrinth

Seals," was reviewed by the ASME Journal of Fluids Engineering. The

manuscript will be revised slightly to comply with the reviewers'

suggestions,
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I. Conference Presentations

A paper consisting of the preliminary prediction test case of the

sudden-.xpension, combustor flow field entitled: "Prediction of Subsonic

Air Flow Through a Rocket/1Ramet Combustor" Is accepted for presentation

at the AIMA 23rd Aerospace Sciences Heoting. It will be held January 14

through 17, 1985 In Reno, N~evada, The authors are D. L, R~hode and

S. R. Sobolik. Another paper consisting of the brief exploratory pro-

diction of compressible flow in a concentric-rotor labyrinth seal is

accepted for presentation at the 1985 ASHE International Gas Turbine

Conference. The title is: "Simulation of Subsonic Flow Through a

Generic Labyrinth Seal." The conference is being held March 18 through

21p 1985 in Houston, Texas. In addition, an extended abstract for a

third paper entitleds "Compressible Flow Prediction of an Axially-

Staggered Labyrinth Seal," was submitted for the AIMA/ASME/SA9 21st

Joint Propulsion Conference. It is to be held July 8 through 10, 1985

in Monterrey# California.
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AN INATSUBO-BASKD SOLUTION FOR LABYRINTH SEALS

COMPARISON TO IXPRIMEINTAL RESULTS

D. W. Childs* and J, K, Soharrerv*
Texa& A&M University

College Station, Texas 77843

SUMMARY

m0

The basic equations are derived for compressible flow in a

labyrinth seal. The flow is assumed to be completely turbulent In the

oiroumterential direction where the friction factor Is determined by

the Blasius relation. Linearized zeroth and first-order perturbation

equations are developed for small motion about a centered position by

an expansion in the eccentricity ratio, The zeroth-order pressure

distribution is found by satisfying the leakage equatlaQ while the

circumferential velocity distribution is determined by satisfying the

momentum equation. The first order equations &re solved by a

separation of variable solution, Integration of the resultant pressure

distribution aXong 'and around the seal defines the reaction force

developed by the seal and the oorreaponding dynamio ocefficients. The

results or this analysis are compared to published test reaults.

*MProfessor of Meohanioal Engineering

V#AFRAPT Graduate Research Trainee



INTRODUCMTZOI

ILI The problem of selt excited vibration in turbomachinery due to,

labyrinth seas has led to the development of many analyses which

#ttempt to model the physical phenomenon so that the problem oan be

better understood and therefore solved. The shortcoming with the

analyses which have been presented to date Is that they are difficult

to Understand and require limiting assumptions such as ignoring the

area derivative in the oircumferential direction, assuming that the

Sfriction factor is the same for all surfaces, and assuming that the

flow coefficients is constant along the seal. These assumptions may be

of some use mathematically, but do very little for the underxtanding of

the physical ooourrenoe. The first steps toward analysis of this

problem were taken by Alford [13, who neglected olrounferenýial flow

and 3purk et &l. C23 who negleoted rotation of the shaft. Vance and

Murphy 333 extended the Alford analysis by introduolng a more realistioIf
assumption of choked flow. Kostyuk [43 performed the first

comprehensive analysis, but failed to include the change in area due to

eccentricity which is responsible for the relationship between

I crose-coupled forces and parallel rotor displacements. Xwatsubo [5, 63

1 refmned the Kostyuk model by Including the time dependency of area

change, but he neglected the area derivative In the oircumferential

direction. Kw'ohashi [7) incorporated dependency of the flow

ooefficient on eooentrioity into his analysis, but assumed that the

circumferential velocity in each cavity was the same.

The analysis presented here includes the variation of the area in

the circumferential direotion due to eccentriolty and Inoorporates as

* -2-



many or the physioal phenomena in the flow field as was thought

necessary to produce an adequate result. The main purpose of this

paper is to present a unified and comprehensive derivation of a reduced

set of equations and a new solution format tor those equations. The

results at this analysis are oompared the published test results at

Waohter and Benokert [8, 9, 10).

NOWMNCLATURE

Ai Cross soetional area of the cavity (L#42)1 defined in Eq. (1..)

Bi Height of labyrinth seal strip (L); defined in figure (i)

€ Direct damping cooeffiient (Ft/L)

Cr Nominal radial clearance (L)l defined in figure (1)

Dh Hydraulic diameter of cavity (L)l introduced in Eq. (3)

H Local radial clearance (L)

K Direct stiffness coefficient (F/L)

L Pitch of seal strips (L), defined in figure (1)

NT Number of seal strips

NC-NT-1 Number of cavities

P Pressure (F/L 2 )

R Gas constant

Ra Radius of, seal ,(L)j defined in figure (1)

T Teaperature (T)

Rw Sirfaoe velocity at rotor (L/t)

VI Average velocity of flow in ciroumferential direction (L/t)

a~b Radial seal displaoement components due to elliptical whirl (L);

defined in Eq. (13)

ar Dimensionleus length upon whioh shear stress acts on rotor

-3-



as Dimensionless length upon which shear stress acts on stator

a Cross coupled damping coefficient (Ft/L); In Eq. (18)

k Cross coupled stiffness ooefficient (F/L); in Eq. (18)

i Leakage mass flow rate per ciroumferential length (H/Lt)

or, nr, ma, no Coefficients for Blasius relation for triction

faotor; defined in Eq. (3)

t Time (t)

io Shaft angular velocity (l/0)

p Density of fluid (H/LO*3)

V Kinematic viscosity (L**2/t)

c - e/Cr Eccentricity ratio

SY.' Ratio of specific heats

K• Dimensionlems cross-ooupled stiffness parameterl defined in Fqs. (2?)

*O Dimensionless entry swirl parameter; defined in Eq&. (27)

SUbscript•

o Zeroth-order component

i i-th chamber value

1 First-order component

x X-direotion

y Y-direotion

r Reservoir value

a Sump value

-'4-
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PROCEDURE

The analysis presented here is developed for the see-through type

ot labyrinth seal shown in figure 1. The continuity and momentum

equations will be derived for n single cavity oontrol volume as shown

in figures 2, 3ý 4, and 5. A leakage model will be employed to account

for the axial leakage. The governing equations will be linearized

using perturbation analysis for small motion about a'oentered position.

The zeroth-order continuity and momentum equations will be solvud to

determine the steady state pressure and velocity for each cavity. The

first-order oontinuity and momentum equations will be reduced to

linearly independent, algebraic equations by assuming an elliptical '

orbit for the shaft and a corresponding harmonic response for the

pressure and velocity perturbations. The force and force coefficients

for the seal are found by integration of the first-order pressure

perturbation along and around the shaft,

ASSUMPTIONS

1) Fluid is considered to be an ideal gas.

2) Pressure variations within a chamber are small compared to the

pressure difference across a seal strip.

3) The frequency of acoustic resonance in the cavity is much higher

than that of the rotor speed.

4) Added mass terms are neglected.

5) The eccentricity of the rotor is small compared to the radial seal

clearance,.

• . , :•. , • .. ,• , .,,( ,• .,• . . • - . ,\ , •,,• . • , ,.-5-. • •



-•6) In the determination of the shear stresses in the circumferential

I direction, the axial component of velocity is negleoted.

'7) The contribution of shear stress to the stiffness and damping

coefficients is neglected.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Continuity Equation

Referring to the control volume in figures 2 and 3, the continuity

equation for 1he control volume shown is:

a Ba PiViAi .(1

-, (P±Ai) + - (- ) + mii+1 - ,i - 0
at •e Ra

where the transverse surface area Ai Is defined by;

Ai a (Bj + HI + Bj+I + Hi+I) Li/2 (1.a)

Momentum Equation

The momentum equation (2) is derived using figures 4 and 5 which

show the pressure forces and shear stresses acting on the control

volume. This equation includes the area derivative in the

circumferential direction, which was neglected by Iwataubo (5, 6).

ipViAi 2pVIAi BVi DV2i PAi ViAi Op
at Hs Be Rs Be Rs D (2)

- m1+iVi - m 1Vi~i ... . + TriariLi - TstasjLl
Rs e

where ar and as are the dimensionless length upon which the shear

stresses act and are defined for teeth on rotor by

-6-
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as 1 arj - (2Bj + LI) /Laj

and for teeth on the stator by

as1  (2BI + Lj)/Lj arl - I

Blasius [113 determined that the shear str~asses for turbulent flow

in a smooth pipe could be written as

S - j pUm no(UnIDh
2

where Umn Is the mean flow velocity relativ.t to the surface upon which

* the shear stress is acting. The constants mo and no can be empirically

determined for a. given surface from pressure flow experiments.

However, for smooth surf aces the coefficients given by Yamnada C123 for

* turbulent flow between annular surfaces are:

mo = -0. 25 no n 0.079

Applying Blauius' equation to the labyrinth rotor and stator surfaces

yields the fol~towing def'initions for the rotor and stator shear

stresses,

- 1b-) 2 nr Lk7V I J sgn(R-V 1) (3)

Si 1 2 )

where Dhi is the hydraulic diameter defined by

Dh1  2(Hi + Bi) Li 4(Hi1 + BI+L

"-7M



Separate parameters (ma, ns), (mr, nr) for the stator and rotor,

respectively, account for different rotor and stator roughn.esses,

If Eq. •I) times the oircumferential velocity is now subtracted

from Eq. (2), the following reduoed form of the momentum equation is

obtained:

O' i a t ,•p 5- j•. +. V Av •v--•'i +e ?A• V. i-1v.) -L -, alý 5
- -i

+~ a;:iL I

In order to reduce the numbers of variables, all of the density terms

are replaced with pressure terms using the ideal gas law.

P1 " pRT (6)

Furthermore, in order to make the perturbation analysis easier, 'the

following substitution is made in the continuity equation:

0

Leakage Equation

To account for' the leakage mass flow rate in the continuity and

momentum equations, the leakage model of Neumann [13J'was chosen. This

model predicts leakage and pressures fairly accurately and has a term

to account for kinetic energy carryover. However, the empikrical flow

coeffiolent relations given by Neumann were discarded in favor of the

equations of Chaplygin

"-8-



E[141 for, flow through an orifioe. This was done to produoe a different

flow ooeffioient for succeeding oontraotions along the seal, as has been

shown to be the case by Egli [153. The form of the model is:

R.T

where the kinetic energy oarryover ooefficient I, is defined for

straight through seals as:

1.2 T~- -7i3Ti+j

where

J I -( + 16.6 Cr/L)"2

and is unity, by definition, for interlocking and oombination groove

seals. The flow ooeffioient is defined as:

* .1 ~25 22 where a -

For choked flow, Fliegner's formula [163 will be used for the last seal

strip. It is of the form:

No 0,510P N .ý

'I•" +• r' NC, ('-8)I -9-



PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

For cavity 1, the continuity Eq (1), momentum Eq. (5) and leakage Eq.

(7) are the governing equations for the variables V1. Pjt Ai' A

perturbation analysis of these equations is to be developed with the

eooentrioity, ratio, c - e/Cr, seleoted to be the perturbation

paraaeter. The governing equations are expanded In the perturbation

variables

Pi " PoL * C Pii Hi - Cri + c Hj

Vi " Voj + c V1 1  Aj w A0 + c KHj

where c w e/Cr is the ecoentricity ratio. The zeroth-order equations

define the leakage mass flow rate and the ciroumferential velocity

distribution for a centered poaition. The first-order equations define

the perturbations in pressure and oiroumterential velocity due to a

radial position perturbation of the rotor. Strictly speakingo the

results are only valid for small motion about a centered position.

Zeroth-Order Solution

The zeroth-order leakage equation is

I~ 01hi Mil'o (9)

and is used to determine both the leakage-rate mo and pressure

distribution for a centered position. The leakage rate is determined

using either-Eq. (7) or Eq. (8), depending on the operating conditions.

To determine if the flow is choked or not, assume that the pressure in

-10-



the last cavity is equal to the oritioal pressure for choking. Using

this pressure, find the leakage from Eq. (8) and then use Eq. (7) to

determine the reservoir pressure necessary to produce this condition.

Based on this pressure, a determination can be made whether the flow is

choked or not. The assooiated pressure distribution is determined by

employing the calculated leakage, along with a known boundary pressure,

and solving Eq. (7) sequentially for each cavity pressure Poi.

The zeroth-order oiroumferentiAl-momentum equation is

MO (Vo± m Voi-l) ( 'rio arj - aigo asi) Li Im 1, 2,,I,1NC,-

From caloulated pressures, the densities can be calculated at each

cavity from Eq. (6), and the only unknowns remaining in Eq. (10) are

the circumferential velocities Voi. Siven an inlet tangential

velocity, a Newton-root-finding approach can be used to solve Eq. (10)

for the 'i-th velocity, one cavity at a time. This is done starting at

the irati oivity and working down streams

First-Order Solution

The governing first-order equations (11, 12), define the pressure

.and velocity fluctuations resulting from the seal clearance function.

The continuity equation (11) and momentum equation (12) follow:

i Ii A ol 'i i

_li =t + +li. - -+ G- +O 3  +

P uG 6 i Hi -0 2 1 -B- G21 Rs 8

8V1  X, V0  3V1  A0  OP.~
x1  +i l i l + -e ii +.X2~ 1  I V1 ~ + 3 '

(12)

+. Y 41 il±-I Ex 5LH1
5± 1
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where the Xi's and Gi'a are defined in Appendix A. If the shaft center

moves in an elliptical orbit, then the seal clearanoe function can be

defined as:

rH a -a ooswt 0o05 -b sinwt sin, (13)

Ma Cces (S-wt) + cos (÷.wt)] - b Caos (e-wt) -os(e÷wt)3

The pressure and velocity fluctuations can now be stated in the

associated solution format:

Pl 1 , P~toos(e0wt) + P+Isin(e+wt) + Potoos(e-wt) + P~jhin(s-wt) (14)

V1 1 - V+ioos(G+wt) + V•±sin(0.wt) + v•toos(O-wt) + Vjtsin(6-wt) (15)

Substituting Eqs. (13), (14), and (15)'into Eqs. (11) and,(12) and

grouping like terms of sines and cosines (as shown in Appendix B)

eliminates the time and theta dependency and yields eight linear

algebraic equations per cavity. The resulting system of equations of

the i-th cavity in of the form:

SCAj. 13 (Xi. 1 ) + EAi3 (Xi) + EAI+13 (Xi+l) a (Dj) + b (01) (16)

where
(xi-1) - (P+3j-l, Pod-j, P _-1, p -lVsi- , _v o -1 , _l v;i- v l-)T

(Xi) (Psi, Pi, Pi, P1 , V ,,, V , V;, V;i
+ + + + +I )T

(X1+÷) - (Psii., Pow÷, P;;4 1, P;i,01 , V+1i 1, Voi1 91, vci+,,

The A matrio.es and column vectors B and C are given in Appendix B. To

use Eq. (16) for the entire seal solution, a system matrix must be

formed which is blook tridiagonal In the A matrices. The size of this

resultant matrix is (WNC X WNC) since pressure and velocity

-i-12-
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perturbations at the inlet and the exit are assumed to be zero. This

system is easily solved by various linear equation algorithms, and

yields a solution of the form:

r-+

si0a FA~sj + b Ps

Pk "a F;as + b F bs -ic e (17)

,£ £
doi 0a laoi +~ b Ftaj

.1 7

DUTRMHINATION OF DYNAMIC COEFFICIEN?

The force-motion equations for a labyrinth seal are assumed to be

of the formt

(Fx~ rK k X C o X1W L_- K] I K I] + (18)

The solution of Eq. (18) for the stiffness and damping ooeffioients is

the objective of the ourrent analysis. For the assumed elliptioal

orbit of Eq. (13)o the X and Y components of displacement and velocity

are defined ast

X - a ooswt X - -aw sinwt

Y - b sinwt Y - bw ooswt

Substituting these relations into (18) yields:

+Fx = -Ka oosat - kb 3inut + Caw sinut - obw ooswt (19)

+Fy " -ka ooswt - Kb sinwt - caw sinwt - Cbw ooswt

-- • -13-



Redefining the forces, Fx and Fy, as the following:

F1  F10 OQawt + Fx s iflwt (20)

Fy Fy0 QOolat + Pyg sllfiat

and substituting baock Into (19) yieldi the following relations:

-rxo . Ka + obw -Fxs - -CaX + kcb (21)

-Vyc wka +Chw -Fyn - Kb+ OaW

The X and Y components of' force can be found by intep'atino the

pressure around the seal an follows:

NC 2v
rx --Rat Pl PjLI 008n dO (22)

NC 2w
Fy 0 Rats I Pli LI sine do (23)

jul 0

Only one of these components needs to be expanded in order~ to determine

Ithe dynamic coetticients. For this analysis, the X oouponent warn

chosen. Substituting Sq. (14) into (22) and Integrating yields:

IFX -gyRs NC LI [(P+I - P;j) viw +.P~ + P~i coo (24)

substituting trom Eq. (17) and (19) into Eq. (2~4) and equating

coefficients of sinwt and coerwt yields:

S . 118 m -iHs NC Lij[&(F~aj - F51i) + b (F+ ~s)

UX -iRs' Li Ca(F~oi+ j o +. b (Fe +(20i)

-14-



Equating the definitions for Fxa and Fxc provided by Eq*. (21) and (25)

and grouping like terms of the linearly Independent ooefftioients a and

b yields the final solutions to the stiffness and damping coeffiioentat

W- H1 C Ir• + 1ýaod LI

K(V L ai (26)

I
NC ul k. %R I (Pbsi - Fbod Li

-WRA NC +.
0 W (7bc± - Nbod Lic " = •: (Pboi + FbaltLI

SOLUTION PROCEDURE SUMMARY

In review, the solution procedure uses the following sequential stepso

a) Leakale is determined from Eq. (7) or (8).

b) Pressure distribution is found using Eq. (7).

0) Veloolty distribution is determined using Eq. (10).

Sd) A system equation is formed and solved using the cavity

Eq. (16).-

e) Results of this solution, as defined in Eqs. (17), are Inserted Into

Eq. (26).

ROULTS

To oomipare the present analytic solution with the experimental

results of Waohter and Beokert [8, 9, 10O, the following dimensionlessI' -15-



parameters are introduced. The dimensionless cross-coupled stiffness

and entry-swirl parameters are defined by Waohter and Benokert ast

S Cr KXY .. 0.SpaVin

Ka - ReLRe-Ps) to - (Pr-Ps) + 0.5poV'x (27)

All of the results presented for comparison In this paper are for a

seal with teeth on the stator, with entry swirl, and no shaft rotation.

Although Waohter and Benkert published results rto shaft rotation, the

data for the operating conditions and seal geometry were Insuffiolent

for use in this study. The results In figures 7, 8, and 9 are from [83

and show the relationship between cross coupled stiffness and the entry

,swirl, for a seal with strips on the stator and the geometry shown in

figwe' 6. The lin3 shown is the experimental result and the symbols

are the results from this analytical model. These figuren show that

the model compares favorably to the experimental results In magnitude

and the overall trend for various operating conditions, The figures

also show that the model does not yield a consistently high or low

result. Instead, the model tends to over predict the value of the

stiffness for a large number of strips and under predict stiffness for

a small number of seals. This trend is probably due to errors in

calculating the zeroth-order pressure distribution usina the leakage

model.

The results in table (1) are from [9, 103 for a seal with strips

on the stator. The results show the effect of change in seal

parameters such as pitoh, number of teeth, radius, strip height, and

clearance on the cross coupled stiffness. The model accurately shows

the increase in cross-coupled stiffness due to decrease in clearance

-16-



and deorease in strip height, but it fails to remain constant for

change ot pitoh and consistently over es'imates the oross-ooupled

stitfness for the larger radius oases by about 26%.

CONc•LIZION

A clear and understandable analysis utilizing reduced equationsEs,
has bbeen presented for the' problem of caloulating rotordyna•sic

aoetfioients for labyrinth seals. This paper was developed to provide

a lass restrictive analysis and a better explanation of the ourrent

analyses. The model developed gives results that are within 25% ot the

experimental results which are available. However, this error must be

balanced against the known uncertainties in the experimental data.

This Is especially important since all of the data used are for a

nonrotating shaft and the only influence on the cross coupled stitfness

was the entry swirl. Although Waohter and Benokert published data for a

rotating shaft, the data were not sutficient to caloulate a result.

Also, the only data available for aee-through labyrinths is tor the

type with strips on ,the stator. For a more rigorous test of this and

other models, more complete data are required over a wider range of

parameters for different seal geometries. Finally, this analysis is

only considered valid for the see-though type of labyrinth seal since

the model fared very poorly in comparison with experimental results for

interlooking and grooved seal data.

-17-
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Figure 6
Configuration used for experiment

* i C L. i..U Nr C(m) L(m) B(m) Ra(m) Pr(bSF') PS(bar) Kxy(N/mi) K)W(N/mn) Er-,~cr

0.023 0.0 18 .00025 .005 .00a5 0.15 2.9147 0.9143 257 233

.04 0.0 18 OOM .005 .0025 0.15 1.43 0.943 75 69 -8

o.O38 0.0 1 .025 o05 06 0.15 2.94T o.943 157 1142 -10

0018 0.0 18 .00025 .C .006 0.15 1.43 0.943 Z2 26 -4

0.014 0.0 18 .00058 .005 .006 0.075 1.925 0.9143 29 2D-31

00 o.o 18 ooD58 05 =6 0.0Y5 2.418 0.943 41 -32

0.0I4 0.0 9 .00058 .010 .006 0.07 1.925 0.943 29 16 -415

0.04 0.0 9 .00058 .010 .006 0,075 2.1418 0.9413 41 23 -144

Table 1. Comparison or data ror various geometries
operating oonditions ror a seal with teeth on the
stator and no shaft rotation. [9, 10)
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NT - 4 Pr - 1.13 bar
U - 0.0 x - Pr - 1.23 bar

.0i Ps " 1.01 bar o - Pr - 1.47 bar

.6-

.S:.5, 6

.4-

007'

.6,

*.03 S

*° 07.

0

Figure 7. Comparison to data of [8] for seal in figure 6.

NT -8 Pro 1.47 bar
U -0.0 x r T,14 a

Ps " 1.01 bar o Pr•- 1.96 baT

.3

.2

,00KQ

.07
.06
.05
.04

.03

05s ,06,07,08' ,1 .2 *• .3 .4 .5 .6 ,7.5 9• 1.0

Figure 8. Ccxmparison to data of [8) for seal in figure 6.
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N-m 13 P T P- 1.23 bar
U 0.0 x - 1.96 bar

.3 p a 1.01 bar 0 Pi- 3.43 bar
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.05
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.02 .03 .04 .05 .06,07.08 .10 . ~ * 5 * 7 8.,

B0

Figure 9. Comparison to data of [83 for seal In figure 6.
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Appendix A

Definition of the First-order Continuity

and Momentum Equation Coefficiants

2 RT

3 W. 0 2±+ ( s - 4P 1. . + 0±(5 - 4s1~
±i~ -P i-i o

P 17-1

YP 0i P o±+1

G4 2+ U V i O -) P1 1 Iiý -1 p

Go Poi -1 &0 (4a5 oy4 o-1~Y

P5  2 - P2 - -)P ilYAP ,1~lo± O±+i.LLo~lo+

X P OAi X k TSias iL i(2-+1m) cri ar L (.2+mr)

Pz 1. Po V v+ ± 4

ci. o±- 0± 0±P w 'Ali 14-5)

oi oi oi-lI - iX i

X 4 ~~ V..(Voi v o1),

0, Y 1
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x-t1h .(V vo±Mi) mt ~as sLiD1  TrianrmIL D
±ri oi o- 2 (Cr i+B i)z+ 2(Cr,+E1 )

2
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A 1 MATRIX

A1,2 o a2,, " a3,4 a £4,3 " 04

Ia52 " a6,1 " a7,4 a8,3 " X4

a 5,6 " a6,5 "7,8 .' 8,7 a 'o

The remaining eiements are zero

A1 MATRIX

u•• oG, (W voi a +,.
I Re/ a2,2 1G• Re)/VV.

a .o1 (+-i.).
3,1 "01 4' Re

a 1,2 " a2,1 a 3,4 = 3 ." C3

a5,2 " a6,1 "7,4 8,3 " 3A oi "Ao0
'5,1 " 17,3 - R"e a6,2 " '8,4 R"

* e/ a 6 , 6 -=X1  -

X, (w R" "8 86 " 1, (
a 77 X Re W) a I , w Vi )

a5,,6 a 6,5 7,8 ='a8,7 , 2

1,5 3,7 - Re

2,6 4,8 1 Re

The remaining' elements are zero.,

" Ai MATRIX

a1,2 a 2,1 a 3,4 a 4,3 G5
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Appendix B

Separation of the Continuity and Momentum Equations
and Definition of the System Matrix Elements

CONTINUITYt + ,,•Po± ÷+ + + +÷
cos (O+wt): G0IPi + a/ + G1 -PRO' V 3 + +1

+5 Re 061. a i+G 1c "1c-

+ Gs Pe+, (a - b)

+ ÷ Voi + 01 v 12± + + + +0 p+ +$sin (O4•t,•z "licP R Re V, Re ++ 4ai + V jPsi÷j

2 Li ~i + W (b-a)

c• oo (8+wt): Gz ' ,/ vi + G, PoiVi + G•~ "° o. + G'
li.÷ .. .'7R6 W .) i R31 i' 41 i- +0ilii
+ 1 (akI ,b,_

2/

-w*G Vo i P + G Pot- + + )+

/•i _io• a i o Re .; . 3p 1~-

cog2 8-
061 06i

Cs(e-~wt): GX w'+ i - V + Gý P + Xv &-i Re) ei Re Gi 31 Ci i1 Uc

+ 0  +j + * +

sin (e+wt): -X Lo ± + Re oi P+ X 40 V + + X P +ciX

+Vo _ W)V_ +Ai.

goil (O+wt): -X1±(i. i) P 0 + X.h + X +

~~osR (Ret) G~v;-w~ R.i 21Vei ct-i 31 Ci

+X 41 Pcil -T- (a + b)

sin '(e-wt): - Vo±w vRe) V7, -- Ao.~ P + XV o +x 4 4Re ei Re ci 21Vi-' Vi i-i 3pi+X1~-
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THE REMAINING ELEMENTS ARE ZERO

g B and C Column Vectors

G6 ,G6

S06 '.06
-2, -r

I, A

-2 Rs+0x 0

* -r
j0 0
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ABSTRACT

A Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Results for Leakage,

Pressure Distribution, and Rotordynamic Coefficients for Annular Gas

Seals. (December 198)4)

Colby Oran Nicks, B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University

Chairman of Advisory Committee: Dr. Dara Childs

This thesis concerns a study of annular gas seals which is

currently in progress at Texas A&M University. A brief discussion of

the importance of seal behavior in rotordynamios is presented, as is a

review of current annular seal theory. An outline of' Nelson's

analytical-computational method for determining rotordynamic

coefficients for this type of compressible-flow seal is included.

Various means for the experimental identification of the dynamic

coefficients are outlined, and the method employed at the TAMU test

facility is explained. The TAMU test apparatus is described, and the

test procedures are discussed. Experimental results, including leakage,

entrance-loss coefficients, pressure distributions, and rotordynamic

coefficients for a smooth and a honeycomb constant-clearance seal are

presented and compared to theoretical results from Nelson's analysis.

The results for both seals show little sensitivity to the running speed

over the test range. Agreement between test results and theory for,

leakage through the seal is satisfactory. Test results for' direct

stiffness show a greater sensitivity to fluid prerotatlon than

predicted. Test results show that the deliberately-roughened surface of

the honeycomb seal provides improved stability versus the smooth ieal.
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NOMENCLATURE

A,B - Fourier coet*ficients for rotor motion

C,o - direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients (FT/L)

eo - displacement of seal rotor from centered position (L)

K,k - direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients (F/L)

TF - entrance-loss coefficient

M,m - direct and cross-coupled added-mass coefficients (M)

m - fluid mass flow rate (M/T)

ns,ms - stator Hir.s coefficients

nrmr - rotor Hirs coefficients

p a fluid pressure (F/Lz)

R - seal radius (L)

Ra - 2pUC/u - nominal axial Reynolds number

U - mean fluid flow velocity (L/T)

X,Y - radial seal displacements (L)

Y - ratio of specific heats for air

3 Co - eo / Cr - equilibrium eccentricity ratio

p - fluid density (M/L')

A - Fanning friccion-factor

- fluid shear stress (F/La)

W - shaft angular velocity (1/T)

nl - shaft precessional velocity (1/T)

P - fluid viscosity (FT/L 2 )
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INTRODUCTION

With turbomachinery design trends tending toward increased speeds

and loadings, lighter weight, and reduced clearances between rotating

and stationary parts, considerable concern with instability and

synchronous response has arisen. Synchronous response refers to

vibration of the turbomachine rotor assembly at a frequency coincident

with the rotational speed. Characteristically, the vibration amplitude

increases to a maximum at each critical speed (coincidence of the

running speed with a rotor's damped natural frequency), and then

decreases to a relatively steady level. Operation of turbomachines at

rotational speeds above any of the critical speeds requires the rotor to

traverse them during start-up and shut-down. Therefore, in order to

limit the peak synchronous vibration levels, the machine designer

aspires to introduce damping into the rotor system.

In contrast to synchronous vibration, "unstable" or "self-excited"

motion is typically subsynchronous. This motion takes the form of

whirling of the rotor shaft at a natural frequency less than the

rotational speed. The exciting force for this whirling motion is a

tangential force acting on the rotor due to some fluid or friction

mechanism. This vibration often occurs with large amplitudes which

sustain or grow as running speed increases. At best, this self-excited

whirling prevents further speed increases; at worst, it results In

damage to or catastrophic failure of the equipment. One of the

rotordynamic force mechanisms which plays a role in self-exoited rotor

motion and synchronous response is that of the forces developed by

Journal Model: ASME Journal of Lubrication Technology
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annular seals. Until recently, most investigations of annular seals in

turbomachinery have been concerned wi-th reducing the leakage of the

working fluid through the seal (i.e., Improving the sealing effect).

However, recent experiences have shown that forces developed by these

seals can have considerable influence on the stability and synchronous

response of rotating machinery. Black et al. [1-31 have demonstrated

the critical effects that forces developed by neck-ring and interstage

seals have on the rotordynaznic behavior of pumps. Also, stability

difficulties with the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) high-pressure

fuel turbopump [4) have prompted further research into these forces

developed by liquid seals.

Experiences have shown that various gas seal configurations can

have similar influences on the rotordynamic behavior of turbomachinery.
In the high-pressure oxygen turbopump of the SME, for example, initial

vibration problems were remedied by changing the turbine interstage seal

from a atepped-labyrinth configuration to a convergent taper seal with a

honeycomb stator and a smooth rotor[5). A lack of experimental data to

completely explain this and other gas seal behavior makes obvious the

need for research in this area.

The purpose of this report is twofold. It describes the test

facility and initial test program developed to experimentally measure

the fluid forces induced by annular gas seals, and it provides a

comparison of theoretically predicted and experimentally obtained data

for smooth and honeycomb seals. The Leakage of the working fluid

through the seal, the pressure gradient along the seal length, entrance

pressure-loss data, and rotordynamic coefficients provide a basis for

comparison. A short discussion on seal theory is included, and various

~ .* *\.
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rotordynamic ooeffioient identification schemes are described. The work

presented herein is intended to add to the rapidly expanding database on

seal forces, and to determine the validity of one theoretical analysis

for predicting those forces.

II
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ANNULAR SEAL ANALYSIS REVIEW

As related to rotordynamios, seal analysis has the objective of

determining the reaction forces acting on the rotor arising from shaft

motion within the seal. Due to similarities between plain journal

bearings and annular seals, seal analysis is generally based on

governing equations which have previously been developed for bearings,

Annular seals and plain bearings are geometrically similar, but

seals typically have radial clearance-to-radius ratios on the order of

0.005, versus Cr/R ratios of 0.001 for bearings. Due to seal clearances

and pressure diffaerential•s, fully-developed turbulent flow normally

exists, Also, seals are nominally designred to operate in a centered

positioný Journal bearings, on the other hand, have operating

ecoentrioities which vary with running speed and load, Therefore, most

of thu rotordynamia work fov bearings has been done to determine dynamic

coefficient versua eccentricity relationships.

T Two linearized seal models, expressed in terms o0' dynamic

coefficients, have been suggested for the motion/reaction-force

relationship. For sanall motions of the rotor about an arbitrary

position in the seal, as shown in Fig.1, the relation can be written

~FX) KXX(c0 ) KXy(co IX C XX(Cc) CXY(C0 ) XI I O MXY(c0 ) I

~FY$ KXC) Kyy(g0 (y 1CYX(co) CYY(C0 ) Y MYX(CO) MYY(Cc)

where the dynamic coeffi•ents (KXX, KYY, CXX, CYY, MXX, MYY) and (KXY,

KYX, CXY, CYX, MXY, MYX) represent the "direct" and "cross-coupled"

stiffness, damping, and added-maas terms, respectively. These
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Fig. I Small motion of a goal rotor about an eccentric position;
w is the rotor spirn speed, A is the precessional orbit
frequency.

SFig. 2 Small motion of a seal rotor about a centered position;

i is the rotor spin speed,A is the precessional orbit

frequency.



coefficients are functions of the equilibrium. eccentricity ratio

co- so / Cr,, where the ecoentricity ratio c0 equals the displacement

(so) of the rotor from the centered position divided by the nominal

radial clearance (Cr). The term "orosis-coupled" refers to the coupling

effect exhibited by the off-diagonal terms; specifically, motion in one

plane introduces reaction forces in an orthogonal one. These

cross-coupled terms arise from the fluid's circumferential velocity

component, and show a strong dependency on both the magnitude and

direction (with respect to rotor rotation) of the velocity. This

circumferential velocity component may arise from the prerotation of the

fluid as it enters the seal due to some rotating element upstream, or it

may develop as the fluid passes through the seal, with rotor shear

forces 1fdraggiing" the viscous fluid around its periphery. The

cross-coupled stiffness term usually produces a destabilizing force

component, and therefore is of considerable interest. The cross-coupled

damping arid added-mass terms are generally much less influential than

the cross-coupled stiffness term with respect to stability. For no

fluid rotation, these cross-coupled terms are zero.

The second linearized seal model applies for small motions of the

rotor about a centered position in the seal$ as shown In Fig. 2 . This

model can be expressed

F [: _k ] Yx .c~ C [] JY( 2

where the dynamic coefficient matrices are skew-symmetric.

Theoretical work on annular seals has been done for both

incompressible and compressible fluids. Black et al. [6.1 have deiveloped

'INV
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analytical "short-seal" solutions for Incompressible seals, which

account for circumferential fluid flow due to wall shear stresses but

not pressure perturbations. The analysis employs a bulk-flow assumption

and accounts for fluid prerotation as is enters the seal. Childs' [7]

inoompressible seal analysis provides "finite-length " solutions, in

which both shear and pressure-induced flow are included. Childs'

utilizes Hire' [81 turbulent bulk-flow model, and accounts for inlet

swirl as well as perturbations in axial and circumferential Reynolds

numbers due to clearance perturbations.

Compressible flow in seals has been analyzed by Fleming [9, 10C and

Nelson[e1, 123. Fleming presents a short seal solution for the leakage,

direct stiffness, and direct damping coefficients For straight and

tapered, smooth, annular gas seals, but does not include thb

cross-coupled damping terms. Nelson, whose analysis is used for

comparison in this report, analyzes both smooth and surface-roughened

annular seals in the straight and tapered configurations. An outline of

Nelson's analysis is included in the section that follows.

VtIt
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NELSON'S ANALYSIS

Nelson Ell, 12) has developed an analysis which provides both

static and dynamic results for annular gas seals. The static results

include fluid leakage through the seal, pressure gradient along the seal

axis, and the fluid axial and ciruwmferential velocities through the

seal. Dynamic data provided by the analysis consists of the

rotordynamic coefficients (direct and cross-coupled stiffness and

-- damping terms) for small rotor motion about a centered position

(equation(2)). Nelson assumes that the added-mass terms are negligible

for gas seals, and, hence, equation(2) is written

"X K k'X C+o (3)F Yk K Y - C

Nelson utilizes a modified Hirs' [83 turbulent bulk-flow f'luid

model to develop governing axial and circumferential momentum equations,

and his model is completed by the continuity and energy equations.

Hire' model defines the wall shear stress Tw as

" w - 1/2 PUre2 not2pUmH / M)mO - 1/2 pure2 noRamo (4)

where Um is the mean flow velocity relative to the surface upon whlch

the shear stress acta, and H Is the local seal clear'ano}e. 1it's'r,,

formulation assumes that the surface roughness is the same on the rotor

and stator. However, if the bulk-flow velocities relative tu the rotor'

and stator are substituted in equation (4), the shear 3tresnes at the

rotor and stator are, respectively,

-r-.'C

A "T -



Tr - 1/2 PUr 2 nr(2pUrl'  / U)mr

Ts - 1/2 pUs 2 ns(2PUsH / )")ma

Hence, different surface roughnesses in the seal elements can be

accounted for via the empirical coefficients mr, nr and ms,ns for the

rotor and stator surfaces. These coefficients may be calculated from

statio-pressure-gradient test data, and are then provided as input

parameters for Nelson's analysis.

Assuming small motion of the rotor about a centered position,

Nelson uses a perturbation analysis similar to that employed by Childs

[T7 to develop zeroth and first-order perturbation equations. The

zoroth-order solution represents a zero-eccentricity flow condition,

with rotor rotation but without precession. This solution is iterative

and yields the mass-leakage flow rate, and the axial distribution of

pressure, axial velocity, density, and circumferential velocity.

An iterative solution scheme is employed, using initial guesses for

the zeroth-order seal entrance Mach number and entrance pressure-loss

coefficient. The entrance-loss relationship is defined by

Y/(Y-1)
P0 (O) - 1 / (1 + E(Y-1)(W+1)Mo 2 (O)] / 21 (6)

where p0(O) is the seal entrance/reservoir pressure ratio and MO(0) is

the entrance Mach number. The entrance Mach number is iteratively

adjusted, and the loss coefficient 7 is recalculated according to a

curve fit by Deissler 113]

W/ logo Ra (7)

which is plotted in Fig. 3. At axial Reynolds numbers above 200,000,

is equated to zero. The iterative solution procedure for Mo(O) and

continues until either:

II I M. .
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1) the Mach number at the exit reaches unity and the exit pressure

is greater than the sump pressure (choked flow), or

2) the exit pressure equals the sump pressure and the exit Mach

number is less than unity (unchoked flow).

The pressure, density, and velocity distribution and their-

derivatives which are determined in the zeroth-order solution are used

in defining coefficients of the first-order perturbation equations.

These equations define the pressure, density, and axial and

circumferential velocity perturbations due to rotor motion, and are

transformed to sixteen ordinary differential equations in the axial

coordinate z. The four physical boundary conditions required for

the solution of these equations depend on the perturbation conditions

that are specified at the seal entrance and exit. The inlet

circumferential velocity perturbation is zero. Expansion of the

entrance pressure-loss relationship of equation (6) yields a second

boundary condition. For choked flow, the first-order perturbation in

the exit Mach number is zero, while for unchoked flow, the fIrst-order

perturbation in the exit pressure is zero.

Application of these boundary conditions and numerical integration

of the ordinary differential equations provides the first-order

solution. Integration of the first-order pressure solution along and

around the seal periphery yields the direct and crois-coupled stiffness

and damping coefficients, K, k, C, and c, respectively.

The input parameters which can be varied in Nelson's analysis

include:

1) reservoir pressure and temperature,

2) sump pressure,

0,
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3) seal geometry (i.e. radius, length, clearances), I

4) rotor rotational speed and precession rate,

5) entrance circumferential velocity of fluid,

6) rotor and stator surface roughness (Hirs constants),

7) empirical entrance-loss relationship, e.g., Deissler's,

equation (16), and

8) fluid viscosity, gas constant, and ratio of specific heats.

It is apparent that a large amount of theoretical data can be

generated to determine the influence that these various parameters have

on the fluid forces in annular gas seals. However, there is a lack of

experimental data with which to compare the results of Nelson's

analysis. Currently, test results due to Wachter and Benokert [141 exist

for labyrinth seals, a special class of non-contacting seals which have

stepped surfaces or "teeth" on the rotor, stator, or both. Experimental

results for smooth and/or surface-roughened gas seals are limited to

data for honeycomb seals also published by Wachter and Benckert. Hence,

the need fur a test apparatus which can be used to study the effects of

the same variables provided for in Nelson's analysis is obvious. The

experimental data generated by such an apparatus would be valuable for

comparison to both Nelson's theories and others which may be developed

in the future.

k ?A=1 N12
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3 _TEST CONCEPTS

A number of test programs have been implemented to measure the-

stabilizing and destabilizing fluid forces which are developed by

3 turbomachinery elements. Some are concerned mainly with the study of

seal forces, while others examine the forces developed by centrifugal

pump impellers. In each case, reaction force and relative motion

measurements are used for rotordynamic coefficient identification. Four

general approaches have been employed, and will be reviewed here.

Wachter and Benokert [14] employ a static displacement method for

determining stiffness coefficients. In this method, as shown in Fig. 4,

the rotor is displaced statically to some measured eccentric position

while a pressure differential forces the working fluid past the seal.

By measuring the reaction force components which are parallel and

perpendicular to the static displacement vector, the direct and

cross-coupled stiffnesses can be determined. Referring to equation (2)

for small rotor motion about a centered position, a static rotor

displacement in the X-direction yields

K - -FX/eo , k - Fy/eo (8)

Since this static displacement method has no dynamic motion, no damping

"or added-mass terms can be evaluated.

A second approach to rotordynamic coefficient identification is

utilized by Childs[15]. Depicted in Fig.5, this method uses a circular

orbit of the rotor within the seal. The rotor is mounted eocentrically

on a shaft which rotates. Thus, the rotor precesses in a circular or-bit

at the same rate and direction as shaft rotation. This synchronous

precession provides for the determination of the radial and tangential

-Xg4 Al
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Fig. 4 Static displacement method used for stiffness determination.
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Fig. 5 Synchronous rotation and precession method used for equivalent
coefficient identification.
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components of the seal reaction force. The Fr and F components are

obtained through integration of the measured pressure distribution along

and around the seal periphery. Expressing measured rotor motion as

X - •o oo3(wt) (9)

Y - eo sin(wt)

for small circular orbit of radius eo and precessional frequency W-SI,

and substituting into equation (2) yields the radial and tangential.

force 0oefficoient definitions

Fr / eo * MO - ow - K - -Kef * Mef.swS~(10)

F / so - k - Cw - -Cef.w

where the croos-coupled mass coefficient is assumed negligible with

respect to the influence of k and C. Because the cross-coupled

coefficients k and c are linear functions of w, identification of the

individual dynamic coefficients is not possible in this method. However,

equivalent direct stiffness, damping, and added-mass coefficients can be

calculated as indicated in equation (10.).I
Independent rotation and precession control, as shown in Fig. 6, is

a third testing method which is currently employed both in impeller and

seal studies "16], [17J, [183. Various means are used to produce a

circular orbit (precession) of the rotor or Impeller at a rate different

from its rotational speed. For a small circular orbit of radius eo andI l

precessional frequency a , the measured precessional motion of the rotor

X - e. cos(at)

Y - eo sin(Qt)

The FX and Fy reaction force components are measured and can be

-- H
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components of the seal reaction force. The Fr and F components are

obtained through integration of the measured pressure distribution along

and around the seal periphery. Expressing measured rotor motion as

X - eo cos(wt)I (9)
Y - eo sin(wt)

for small circular orbit of radius •o and preocessional frequency W-Ql,

and substituting into equation (2) yields the radial and tangential

force coefficcient definitions

Fr / eo - Mw2 - ow - K - -Kef + Met.W2
(10)

F /eo k- Cw - -Cef.w

where the cross-coupled mass coefficient is assumed negligible with

respect to the influence of k and C. Because the cross-ooupled

coefficients k and a are linear functions of w, identification of the

individual dynamic coefficients is not possible in this method. However,

equivalent direct stiffness, damping, and added-mass coefficients can be

calculated as indicated in equation (10.).

Independent rotation and precession control, as shown in Fig, 6, is

a third testing method which is currently employed both in impeller and

seal studies [16J, [17], C18]. Various means are used to produce a

circular orbit (precession) of the rotor or impeller at a rate different

from its rotational speed. For a small circular orbit of radius e0 and

precessional frequency Q , the measured precessional motion of the rotor

is F

X - eo cos(Qt)

Y - eo sin(at)

The Fx and Fy reaction force components are measured and can be
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Fig. 6 Independent rotation and precession method used for coefficient
identification.FMh
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expressed

FX - FX sin(nt) + FXC cos(.lt)
(11)

Fy FyS sn(at) + FyC oos(Ot)

By substituting these expressions into equation (2) and equating

coefficients of sine and cosine terms, the following equations are

obtained

- FXC / eo a K + ac - MW - Fyc / so a -k + CO #mn2
S(1•)

- FXS / so - k - Cn - mO2  - FyS / eo - K + co + Mn 2

Hence, by measuring the reaction force components and rotor motion at

two different precession frequencies, eight equations in six unknowns

are obtained, and the rotordynamic coefficients can be calculated.

A fourth testing method has been used by Ilino and Kaneko [19] for

determining dynamic coefficients, and this same method is employed at

the TAMU gas seal test facility. An external hydraulic shaker is used

to impart translatory harmonic motion to the rotating seal, and rotor

motion relative to the stator and the reaction force components acting

on the stator are measured.

Fig. 7 shows the manner in which the rotor could be positioned and

oscillated in order to identify the dynamic coefficients of the seal for

small motion about eo. If the added-mass terms are assumed negligible,

equation (1) is rewritten

Fl [KXX( 0o) KXy(Co) X Cxx(Co) CXy(Co)
- . + (13)

F y KyX(¢o) Kyy(o) y CyX(Co) Cyy(Eo)

First, harmonic horizontal motion of the rotor is assumed, where

13:,
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Fig. 7 External shaker method used Eor coefficient identification,
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X -eo + A sin(Ot) + B cos(at)

S- A cos(Qt) - BO sin(at)

Y - y 0

This yields small motion parallel to the static eccentricity vector,

where 0 is the shaking frequency. In a similar fashion, the X and

Y-direction force components can be expressed

FX - FXS sin(Ot) + FXC cos(0t) (14)
Fy - FyS sin(Ot) + FyC cos(0t)

Substituting these expressions into equation (13) and Vquating

coefficients of sine and cosine terms yields the following four

equations

FXS" KXX A - CXX B

FXC - KXX B + CXX A (15)

FyS - KyX A - CyX B

Fyc - KyX B + CyX A

Solving this system of four equations in four unknowns defines the

dynamic coefficients as

KXX(co) - (FXC B + FXS A) / (A2 + B)

Kyx(co) - (Fys A + FyC B) / (AW + B2 ) (16)

CXX(co) - (FXC A - FXS B) / Q(A2 + Ba)

CyX(io) - (FyC A - FyS B) / Q(A2 + B2)

Therefore, by measuring the reaction forces due to known rotor

motion, determining the Fourier coefficients (A, B, FXS, FXC, FyS, FyC),

and substituting into the above definitions, the indicated dynamic

coefficients can be identified. If the rotor is shaken about a centered

position, then the process is complete. Since the linearized model has

skew-symmetric stiffness and damping matrices, all of the coefficients

I-
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are identified. It, however, the rotor is shaken about an eccentric

position as initially postulated, then it must bo shaken vertically

about that same point in order to complete the identification process.

Assuming harmonic vertical motion of the rotor, as defined by

X - eO, X 0,

Y - A sin(Ot) + B cos(at), and

-= AD cos(Ct) - BO sin(Ot),

yields oscillatory motion that is perpendicular to the assumed static

eccentricity vector. A similar process as before results in the

coefficient definitions

Kyy(co) - (FXS A + FXC B) / (AW + B2)

KXy(co) - -(FyC B + FyS A) / (A' + B2)
(17)

Cyy(to) - (FXC A - FXS B) / Q(A2 + B')

CXy(co) w (FyS B - FyC A) / C(A2 + B2)

All eight dynamic coefficients are thus determined by alternately

shaking the rotor at one frequency 0 in directions which are parallel

and perpendicular to the static eccentricity vector.

iitiL:x
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a TEST APPARATUS OVERVIEW

Detailed design of the TAMU gas seal apparatus was carried out by

J.B. Dreseman of the University of Louisville. It is of the external

shaker configuration, and the dynasIc coefficient identification process

is an described in the latter part of the preceding section.

Considering both the coefficient identification process and

Nelson's analysis, some objectives for the design of the test apparatus

are apparent. First, in order to determine the dynamic coefficients,

the apparatus must provide for the necessary rotor motion within the

seal, and measurement of the reaction-foroe components due to this

motion must be possible. Secondly, it would be advantageous (for

purposes of comparison) if the apparatus could provide the same variable

seal parameters afforded, by Nelson's analysis (i.e., pressures, seal

geometry, rotor rotational speed, fluid prerotation, and rotor/stator

surface roughness). With this capability, the influence of each

independent parameter could be examined and compared for correlation

between theoretical predictions and experimental results.

With these design objectives in mind, the discussion of the test

apparatus Is presented in three sections. The first section, Test

Hardware, describes how the various seal parameters are physically

executed and controlled. For example, the manner in which the dynamic

"shaking" motion or the seal rotor is achieved and controlled is

described in this section. The second section, Instrumentation,

describes how these controlled parameters, such as rotor motion, are

measured. Finally, the Data Acquisition and Reduction section explains

how these measurements are used to provide the desired information.

AK Mw
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TEST HARDWARE

This section deals only with the mechanical components and

operation of the test apparatus. It is intended to provide answers to

the following questions:

1) How is the static position of the seal rotor controlled?

2) How is the dynamic motion of the rotor executed and controlled?

3) How is compressed air obtained and supplied to the apparatus,

and how is the pressure ratio across the seal controlled?

4) How is the incoming air prerotated before it enters the seal?

5) How are the seal rotor and stator mounted and replaced?

6) How is the seal rotor driven (rotated)?

Recalling the rotordynamio coefficient identification process

described earlier, the external shaker method requires that the seal

rotor be set in some static position and then be oscillated about that

point. The test apparatus meets those requirements by providing

independent static and dynamic displacement control, which are described

below.

Static Displacement Control. The test apparatus is designed to provide

control over the static eccentricity position both horizontally and

vertically within the seal. The rotor shaft is suspended

pendulum-fashion from an upper, rigidly mounted pivot shaft, as shown in

Figs. 8 and 9, This arrangement allows a side-to-side (horizontal)

motion of the rotor, and a cam within the pivot shaft allows vertical

positioning of the rotor.

The cam which controls the vertical position of the rotor Is driven

am 11 U
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j by a remotely-operated DC gearhead motor, allowing accurate positioning

of the rotor during testing. Horizontal positioning of the rotor is

accomplished by a Zonic hydraulic shaker head and master controller,

which provide Independent static and dynamic displacement or force

control. The shaker head is mounted on an I-beam support structure, and

can supply up to 4450 N (1000 lbf) static and 4450 N dynamic force. As

illustrated in Fig. 8, the shaker head output shaft acts on the rotor

shaft bearing housing, and works against a return spring mounted on the

opposite side of the bearing housing. The return spring maintains

contact between the shaker head shaft and the bearing housing, thereby

preventing hammering of the shaker shaft and the resulting loss of

control over the horizontal motion of the rotor.

Dynamic Displacement Control. The dynamic motion of the seal rotor

within the stator is horizontal. In addition to controlling the static

horizontal position of the rotor, the Zonic shaker head moves the rotor

through horizontal harmonic oscillations as the test is run. A Wavetek

3 function generator provides the sinusoidal input signal to the Zonic

controller, and both the amplitude and frequency of the rotor

oscillations are controlled.

Although the test rig design provides for dynamic motion of the

rotor only in the horizontal X-direction, all of the coefficients for

either seal model (equation (3) or (13)) can still. be determined. As

Fig. 10 shows, the required rotor motion perpendicular to the static

eccentricity vector can be accomplished in an equivalent manner by

statically displacing it the same amount (eo) in the vertical direction

and continuing to shake horizontally.

In addition to providing control over the rotor's static position

. .....
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and dynamic motion, the test apparatus allows other seal parameters to

.4 be controlled independently, providing insight into the influence these

parameters have on seal behavior. These parameters coincide with the

variable input parameters for Nelson's analysis, and they include:

1) pressure ratio across the seal,

2) prerotatioh of the incoming fluid,

3) seal conz:.•'nlration, and

4) rotor rotational speed.

Pressure Ratio. The inlet air pressure and attendant mass flow rate

through the seal are controlled by an electric-over-pneumatioally

actuated Masoneilan Camflex 11 flow control valve located upstream of

the test section. An Ingersoll-Rand SSR-2000 single stage sorew

compressor rated at 34 m$/min 0 929 kPa (1200 scfm 0 120 psig) provides

compressed air, which is then filtered and dried before entering a surge

tank. Losses through the dryers, filters, and piping result in an

actual maximum inlet pressure to the test section of approximately

722 kPa (90 psig) and a maximum flow rate of 27 m3/min (950 safm). A

four-inch inlet pipo from the surge tank supplies the test rig, and

after passing through the seal, the air exhausts to atmosphere through a

manifold with muffler.

Inlet Circumferential Velocity Control. In order to determine the

effects of fluid rotation on the rotordynamic coefficients, the test rig

design also allows for prerotation of the incoming air as it enters the

seal. This prerotation introduces a circumferential component to the

air flow direction, and is accomplished by guide vanes which direct and

accelerate the flow towards the annulus of the seal. The vanes

are machined from brass disks, and Fig. 11 illustrates the vane

I
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configuration. Three sets of guide vanes are available; one rotates the

flow in the direction of-rotor rotation, another introduces no flutd

rotation, and the third rotates the flow opposite the direction of rotor

rotation.

Seal Configuration. The design of the test rig permits the installation

of various rotor/stator combinations. As shown in Figs.12-15, the

stator is supported in the test section housing by three Kistler quartz

load cells in a trihedral configuration. Figs.12 and 13 show the

dmooth-rotor/smooth-stator seal, while the smooth-rotor/honeycomb-stator

seal is illustrated in Figs.14 and 15. The seal rotor is press-fitted

and secured axially by a bolt circle to the rotor shaft. Seals with

different geometries (i.e., clearances, tapers, lengths) can be tested,

am well as seals with different surface roughnesses. The replacement of

these rotor/stator combinations can be accomplished with minimal

downtime.

Rotational Speed. A Westinghouse 50-hp variable-speed electric motor

drives the rotor shaft through a belt-driven jackshaft arrangement.

This shaft is supported by two sets of Torrington hollow-roller bearings

[20J. These bearings are extremely precise, radially preloaded, and

have a predictable and repeatable radial stiffness. Axial thrust due to

the pressure differential across the seal is absorbed by a flat,

roller-type, caged thrust bearing at the rear of the rotor. Both the

shaft and thrust bearings are lubricated by a positive-displacement

gear-type oil pump.

Different jackshaft drive-pulleys can be fitted to provide up to a

140 speed increase from motor to rotor shaft, which would result Ln

a rotor shaft speed range of 0-21,200 opm. Current design limitations,

-I-,. L~•• •,m•JmJ~~~L NIAV.•W/LI•••••• ••
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however, prevent the attainment of this upper rotational speed. High

bearing temperatures, reduction of interference in the rotor-rotor shaft

fitment due to inertia-induced radial growth of the rotor inside

diameter, and excessive stresses in the drive-pulleys have served to

3I limit shaft speed. The highest rotational speed attained at the time of

this writing is 8500 opm, although design modifications to allow higher

speeds are under investigation.

To conclude this discussion of the test hardware, two views of the

complete test apparatus are included. Fig. 16 shows the assembled rig,

while an exploded view is provided in Fig. 17.

bN
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INSTRUMENTATION

Having discussed what seal parameters can be varied, and how the

variations are implemented, the measurement of their respective effects

can now be described. The types of measurements which are made can be

grouped into three categories:

1) rotor motion,

2) reaotion-force measurements, and

3) fluid flow measurements.

These categories are described individually in the sections that follow.

Rotor Motion Measurements. The position of the sea,1 rotor within the

stator is monitored by two Bently-Nevada eddy-current proximity probes,

mounted in the test section housing. These probes are located 90 degrees

apart, and correspond to the X and Y- directions. The proximity probes

are used to determine the static position and dynamic motion of the

rotor, and their resolution is 0.0025 mm (0.1 mil).

Reaction-Force Measurements. Reaction forces arise due to the static

position and dynamic motion of the seal rotor within the stator. The

reaction forces (rX, Fy) exerted on the stator are measured by the three

Kistler quartz load cells which support the stator in the test section

housing. When the rotor is shaken, vibration is transmitted to the test

section housing, both through the thrust bearing and through the housing

mounts. The aoceleration of the housing and stator generates unwanted

inertial "ma" forces which are sensed by the load cells, in addition to

those pressure forces developed by the relative motion of the seal rotor

and stator. For this reason, PCB piezoeleotri•c accelerometers with

integral amplifiers are mounted in the X and Y-directions on the stator,

. . .... ...
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as shown in Figs. 13 and 15. These acoels allow a (stator mass) x

(stator acceleration) pubtraotion to the forces (FX, Fy) indicated by

the load cells. With this correction, which is described more fully in

the next section, only the pressure forces due to relative seal motion

are measured.

Force measurement resolution is a function of the stator mass and

the resolution of the load cells and aooelerometmrs. Accelerometer

resolution is 0.005 g, which must be multiplied by the stator mass in

order to obtain an equivalent force resolution. The masses of the

stators used in the test program reported here are 11.4 kg(25.2 Ib) and

3.94 kg(8.69 ib), corresponding to the smooth and honeycomb stators,

respectively. Hence, force resolution for the accelerometers is 0.560 N

(0.126 lb) and 0.191 N (0.043 lb), for each stator, respectively.

Resolution of the load cells is 0.089 N(O.02 lb). Therefore, the

resolution of the force measurement is limited by the accelerometers.

With a stator with less mass, and/or accelerometers with greater

3 sensitivity, force resolution could be improved.

Fluid Flow Measurements. Fluid flow measurements include the leakage

(mass flow rate) of air through the seal, the pressure gradient along

the seal axis, the inlet fluid circumferential velocity, and the

entrance pressure loss.

Leakage is measured with a Fischer & Porter vortex flowmeter

located in the piping upstream of the test section. Resolution of the

flowmoter is 0.0014 m2 (0.05 act), and pressures and temperatures up and

downstream of the meter are measured for mass flow rate determination.

For measurement of the axial pressure gradient, the stator has

pressure taps drilled along the length of the seal in the axial

i
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direction. These pressures, as well as all others, are measured with

a 0-1.034 MPa (0-150 paig) Scanivalve differential-type pressure

transducer through a 48 port, remotely-controlled Soanivalve model J

scanner. Transducer resolution is 0.552 kPa (0.08 ps±).

In order to determine the circumferential velocity of the air as

it enters the seal, the static pressure at the guide vane exit is

measured. This pressure, in conjunction with the measured flowrate and

inlet air temperature, is used to calculate a guide vane exit Mach

number. A compressible flow continuity equation

Pax Aex Max E(Y/RSTt) (1 + (Y-1)Mex 2 / 2)] 1/2 (18)

is rearranged to provide a quadratic equation for Mex

Mex 2 . (-1 + 1 + 4((Y-1)/2Y) (m RgTt / Pax Aex) 2 } / (Y-l) (19)

where Y is the ratio of specific heats and Rg is the gas constant for

air, Tt is the stagnation temperature of the air, Pex is the static

pressure at the vane exit, and Aex is the total exit area of the guide

vanes. Since all of the variables in the equation are either known or

measured, the vane exit Mach number, and therofore the velocity, can be

found.

In order to determine the circumferential component of this inlet

velocity, a flow turning angle correction, in accordance with CohenC21],

is employed. The correction has been developed from guide vane cascade

tests, and accounts for the fact that the fluid generally is not turned

through the full angle provided by the shape of the guide vanes. With

this flow deviation angle calculation, the actual flow direction of the

air leaving the vanes (and entering the seal) can be determined. Hence,

the magnitude and direction of the inlet velocity is known, and the

appropriate component is the measured inlet circumferential velocity.

U
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The entrance pressure-loss coefficient, defined in equation (6), is

determined from the measured pressures Just upstream of and Just inside

the seal. An entrance Mach number is calculated in the same manner as

outlined previously, using the measured pressure immediately inside the

seal and the annular area between the rotor and stator. This entrance

Mach number, and the ratio of the seal entrance/guide vane exit

pressures are substituted into equation (6), and the entrance loss

coefficient, I, is determined.

Xzlý'
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DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION

With the preceding explanations of how the seal parameters are

varied, and how these parameters are measured, the discussion of how the

raw data is processed and implemented can begin. Data aoquisition is

3 directed from a Hewlett-Packard 9816 (16-bit) computer with disk drive

and 9.8 megabyte hard disk. The computer controls an H-P 6940B

multiprogrammer which has 12-bit A/D and D/A converter boards and

transfers control commands to and test data from the instrumentation.

An was previously stated, the major data groups are seal

motion/reaction force data and Fluid flow data. The motion/reaction

force data are used for dynamic coefficient identification. The

hardware involved includes the load cells, accelerometers, X-direction

motion probe, a Senacteo analog filter unit, a tunable bandpass filter,

and the A/D converter. The operation or these components is illustrated

in Fig.18, and their outputs are used in a serial sampling scheme which

3 provides the computer with the desired data for reduction. Recalling

the discussion of the reaction force measurements in the preceding

section, a (stater mams) x (stater acceleration) subtraction

from the indicated load cell forces is necessitated due to vibration otf

the stator and test section housing. This subtraction ia performed

with an analog circuit, and results in corrected FX and Fy force

components due to relative seal motion.

The forced oscillntory shaking motion of the seal rotor is the key

to the operation or the serial synchronous sampling (SSS) routine which

is employed. The frequenoy of the rotor oscillation is set by a Funotion

generator, and rotor motion is aensed by the X-direction motion probe.

VWF
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The motion signal is filtered by the narrow bandpass filter, and is used

as a trigger signal for the SSS routine. Upon the operator's Command,

the $SS routine is enabled, ard the next positive-to- negative crossing

of the filtered motion signal triggers a quartz crystal olook/timer.

Ten cycles of the corrected FX(t) signal are sampled, at a rate of 100

samples/oyole. The second positive-to-negative crossing of the filtered

motion signal triggers the timer and initiates the sampling of ten

cycles of the FX(t) signal, Finally, the third positive-to-negative

croesing triggers the timer again, and ten cycles of the corrected X(t)

signal are sampled. Thus, at every test condition, 1000 data pointo are

obtained for FX(ti),Fy(ti), and X(ti), and the data arrays are stored in

computer memory,

Some important points need to be stressed concerning this

force/motion data acquisition, First, the bandpasa filter is uoed only

to provide a steady signal to trigger the timer/olock. Any modulation

of the motion signal due to rotor runout is eliminated by this filter,

am long am the rotational frequency and shaking frequency do not

coincide. Therefore, the shaking frequencies are selected to avoid

coincidence with running speeds. However, the rotor motion and corrected

force signals which are sampled and captured for coefficient

identification ore filtered only by a low-pass filter (500 Hz outof'),

and the effects of runout as well an shaking motion are' prlosent In the

recorded data. A second point worth noting is that the sample rate is

direotly dependent on the shaking frequ~nay. As the ahaking frequency

is increased, the sample rate (aamples/second) also inoreanes. In order

to get the desired 100 samples/cyole, shaking frequencies must be chosen

to oorrespond to discrete sample rates which are avallable. Henco, the
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frequency at which the rotor is shaken'is carefully chosen to provide

the desired sampling rate and a steady trigger signal.

Most of the fluid flow data are used for the input parameters

required by Nelson's analysis. The upstream (reservoir) pressure and

temperature, downstream (sump) pressure, and the inlet circumferential

velocity (determined as outlined earlier) are provided directly. The

friction-factor values of the rotor and stator are supplied in the

form of Hirs coefficients, which are obtained from the pressure

distribution data in the manner described below.

Recalling the discussion of Hips' turbulent bulk-flow fluid model,

the model assumes that the wall shear stresses can be written as in

equation (4). For the gas seals discussed here, an adiabatic,

compressible flow with friction analysis is employed, and the measured

pressure gradient and mass flow rate (leakage) data are used to

calculate a friction factor coefficient, A, for each test condition.

From the A versus Ra and w data, the Hire coefficients mr, nr of the

friction factor formula

X . nr Ramr E 1 + 1 / 4bl](1.mr)/2 , b , U / Rw (20)

are calculated on a least-square basis. For the

smooth-rotor/smooth-stator combination, the values are assumed to apply

for both the rotor and stator, Hence, for this case, mr-ms and nr-ns.

For the smooth-rotor/honeycomb-stator combination, a combined A is

measured, which is related to the rotor Ar and (honeycomb) stator As by

A0c (Ar ÷+As) / 2 (21)

and hence,

AS s 2C0 - Ar (22)

'
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Therefore, x. is determined from measured data for Xo and a

calculated value for Xr from Equation (21) with experimentally

determined values for mr and nr. Then, as before, the As versus Ra and w

data are used to calculate the Hire ooefficients for the honeycomb

stater.

As stated previously, the Hire coefficients for the seal rotor and ,

stator are required input parameters for Nelson's analysis, as are the

fluid flow conditions up and downstream of the seal and the rotational

speed of the rotor. The appropriate input parameters for each specific

teat case can be provided for Nelson's analysis from static test results

and measurements. In this manner, a point-by-point comparison of

theoretical predictions to experimental results can be made for leakage

through the seal, axial - pressure distribution, entrance - loss

ooefficient, and rotordynamic coefficients.

'p.
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TEST PROCEDURES

At- the start of each day's testing, the force, pressure, and

flowmeter systems are calibrated. The total system, from transducer to

computer, is calibrated for each of these variables. The force system

calibration utilizes a system of pulleys and known weights applied in

the X and Y-directiona. An air-operated dead-weight pressure tester is

used for pressure system calibration, and flowmeter system calibration

is achieved with an internal precision quartz clock which simulates a

known flowrate.

All of the tests performed to date have been made with the rotor

executing small motion about a centered position. A typical test begins

by centering the seal rotor in the stator with the Zonic hydraulic

shaker, starting airflow through the seal, sotting the rotationol

speed of the rotor, and then beginning the shaking motion of Lhe rotor,

Data points are taken at rotational speeds of 200, 500, and 1000-8000

opm, in 1000 opm increments. At each rotational speed, the inlet

pressure is varied and data points are taken at one unchoked flow and

four choked flow conditions. For each test case (i.e., one particular

running speed, shaking frequency, inlet pressure, and prerotation

condition), the measured leakage, rotordynamic coefficients, axial

pressure distribution, and entrance loss coefficient are determined and

recorded.

This test sequence is followed for each of three different shaking

frequencies, and for three inlet swirl directions (with rotor rotation,

opposite rotation, and no rotation). Therefore, fifty data points are

taken per test (i.e. one shaking frequency and inlet swirl combination),
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with a total of nine teats (for small motion about a centered

position) made per seal.

Oil
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RESULTS

The test results reported here were developed as part of an

extended, joi6nt NASA-USAF funded research program ror annular gas seal

studies. Tests were carried out on a amooth-rotor/smooth-stator seal

and a smooth-rotor/honeyoemb-stator seal. The dimensions and pertinent

data for each are included in Table 1. The honeycomb stator insert,

provided by the Rooketdyne division of Rockwell Znternational, is the

turbine interstage seal of the HPOTP (High-Pressure Oxygen Turbopump) of

the SSME (Space Shuttle Main Engine). Fig. 19 illustrates the honeycomb

configuration.

The test program had the following objectives.,

1) Acquire leakage, friction factor, and entrance-loss data for

smooth and honeycomb seals.

2) Compare predictions from current theory to test iesults.

3) Compare the stability performances of a smooth-rotor/

honeycomb-stator and a smooth constant-clearance annular seal.

The Hirs coefficients for both setln were determined in the manner

described previously. The values of these coefficients are listed in

Table 2. Relative roughness values based on measured Hirs coefficients

as suggested by Colebrook [22J are also Included. Colebrook's

formulation,

(4 nfsRams)- 1 / 2 - -2 log (((c/2C) / 3.7) + (2.51 / (RaV4 nsRams ))) (23)

is a curve-fit of experimental data obtained for fluid flow through

pipes with various wall roughnesses. The appropriate stator

coefficients are substituted to obtain the relative roughne-ý3s (E/2C)
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Table 1. Test seal specitications.

Smooth-rotor/ Smooth-rotor/
smooth stator honeycomb stator

Rotor

Diametert 15.136 om (5.959 in) 14.453 am (5,690 in)

Material: 304 Stainless steel 304 Stainless steel

Surtaoe
roughness; 0.102 pm (4 pin) 0.127 um (5 min)

I
Stator

Diameter: 15.283 Om (6.017 in) 14.614 am (5.754 in)

UMaterial: 304 Stainless steel 6061-T6 Aluminum

Surface
roughviess, 0.140 pm (5.5 pin) 1.575 mm (0.062 in)

Comb

Radial olearanoe: 0.7366 mm (29 mil) 0.8065 mm (31.8 mil)

Seal length: 5.080 am (2.00 in) 2.540 am (1.00 in)

•~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.. .............. . ......... .
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Fig. 19 Honeycomb stator insert detail#
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Table 2. Friotion-faotor data.

Smooth-rotor/ Smooth-rotor/
smooth-stator honeyoomb-stator

Hirs ooeftioients

Rotor not 0.187 0.187

Rotor mm: -0.333 -0,333

Stator no: 0.187 0.187

Stator : -0.333 -0.0778

Relative
roughneas c/2C

Rotort 1.44x10"4 1,44x10"4

Stator: 1.44xl0"4 4,93x10"4

(Note: The relative roughness values shown are averages over an axial
Reynolds number range of 20,000 - 80,000.)
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values. It should be noted that friction factor data for honeycomb

seals have not been previously published..

The results provided here are grouped in static (leakage, pressure

distribution, entrance loss coefficient) and dynamic (rotordynamic

coefficient) sections. A one-to-one comparison of the smooth and

honeycomb seal configuration is precluded, however, due to differences

in seal length, nominal clearance, and inlet guide vane configuration,

as illustrated in Figs. 12 and 14.

Static Results. rigs.20 and 21 and Table 3 show a comparison of the

theoretical and experimental leakage through the seal for various fluid

prerotation conditions. The figures show the leakage at various

pressure ratios (reservoir pressure / sump pressure). In the table, the

leakage has been averaged over all speeds and pressure ratios, and is

presented in ratio form (Theory/Experiment). The comparison shows that

for both the smooth and the honeycomb seal, leakage is underpredioted

for the non-prerotated oase. Conversely, for fluid prerotation either

in or opposing the direction of rotor rotation, the leakage is

overpredicted for both seals. The maximum error is approximately 7.5%,

occurring for the smooth seal with prerotation in the direction of rotor

rotation. Average error for the smooth seal is 1.3%, and for the

honeycomb seal is 1%.

The pressure gradient plots are included in Figs.22-28. Fig. 22

illustrates the negligible effect of running speed on the pressure

distribution in the seal. This plot has ten curves (corresponding to

the ton rotational speed increments) plotted. This accounts for the

heavy lines which appear in some cases. This particular plot is of

the experimental data for the non-prerotated smooth seal case, however,

*1. .
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Table 3. Theory versus experiment leakage oomparison.
(Theory/Experiment)

I
Fluid prerotation Smooth-Ootor/ Smooth-rotor/

direotion smooth-stator honeyoomb-atator

With Ootor rotation 1,075 1.047

(standard deviation) 0.012 0.008

No prerotation 0.9684 b.9712

(standard deviation) 0.012 0.005

Opposite rotor
rotation 1.007 1.013

(standard deviation) 0.012 0.004

I
~ . 4 * h ~ t. . ~ I ~ ~ 4

**-** - - - - . -
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none of the pressure plots show any appreciable variation due to running

spoed.

figs, 23-28 show the theoretical and experimental pressure data for

each of the seals under various prerotation conditions. Due to the

absence of running speed dependence, only one speed in plotted for each

inlet pressure condition. The numbers on the plotted lines refer to the

inlet pressure, where 1 corresponds to approximately 186.9 kPa (12.4

paig), and 2 through 5 correspond to 308,2 kPa (30 psig), 446,1 kPa (50

pail), 584.0 kPa (70 pail), and 721.9 kPa (90 ,poi), respectively, The

lowest pressure oorresponds to unohoked flow through the seal, while the

others are choked. The shapes of tho pressure-gradient plots show

fairly good correspondence between theory and experiment. This to be

expected, however, since the Hire' coefficients used in the analysis

come directly from the measured pressures. The best agreement oouura

for the non-prerotated flow In both the smooth and honeycomb seals. For

prerotated flow in either direction, the theoretical gradient to shift*d

up slightly for both seal configurations, This upward shift is partly

due to a total pressure correction that is made. When the flow is

prerotated by the guide vanes, it is accelerated aa well as turned, and

the measured static pressure at the vane exit deoreases, This explains

why the experimental plots show lower seal entranice pressures for either

prerotated case than for the non-prerotated case. Nelson's analysis,

however, assumes that the supply pressure upstream of the seal is the

total pressure. Hence, the axils] component of the fluid velocity as it

leaves the guido vanes Is used to calculate an effective total pressure,

which is higher than the measured static pressure. This corrected

pressure is then input as the reservoir, pressure to Nelson's analysis.

i
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The entrance loss coefficient, 7, also may have some bearing on the

upward shift seen in some of the pressure gradient plots. Plots of

(7*1) versus axial Reynolds number are included in Figs. 29-34. Ten

experimental curves, corresponding to ruwnnng speed are plotted on each.

Recalling Deissler's curve fit mployed by Nelson and plotted in Fig.3,

experimental results show loss terms (O+1) significantly higher than

those predicted for both prerotated honeycomb seal cases. Agreement

between theory and experiment is fairly good for the non-prerotated

oases for both seals. For the smooth seal with prerotation in the

direction of rotor rotation, the loss coefficient is overpredioted, with

the experimental results indicating a negative •.

Dynamic Results. Dynauic tests were performed at shaking trequencies or

58.8, 74.6, and 1211.6 Hz. As was discussed In the Data Acquisition

section of this report, these frequencies were chosen to provide the

desired sample rate and a steady trigger signal. The dynamic

coefficients obtained at the two lower frequencies are essentially the

same. At the 124.6 Hz shaking frequency, however, correspondence of the

data to that obtained at the lower frequencies is unsatisfactory. In

seeking to explain the discrepancy, tests were run to determine the

relative transfer function of the teat apparatus. The plots in Fig. 35

show the results of these tests, and indicate a resonance of

the apparatus occurring at approximately 25 Hz (tho drop in phase

difference at approximately 45 Hz corresponds to a resonance of the

shaker support structure). As the shaking frequency is increased above

this, the input force levels required to achieve a given motion

amplitude increase rapidly. At the 124.6 Hz shaking frequency,

attainable motion amplitude is about 50% of that achieved at the

* N
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58.8 and 74.6 Hz frequencies. Therefore, one possible explanation for

the poor agreement between the results is that as motion amplitude

decreases, so does the force measured by the load oells, and the

measurement system resolution suffers.

The plots of the rotordynamic ooefficients are found in Figs.

36-43. These plots include both the theoretical and experimental data.

The coefficients are plotted versus the reservoir / sump pressure ratio,

and the solid lines correspond to the theoretical data. The

experimental results are indicated by symbols. The location of the

symbols represents the average value of the coefficient (averaged

over all of the running speeds) at each particular inlet pressure

condition, and the vertical lines drawn through the symbols signify the

range over which they varied through the speed range, The test results

plotted here were obtained by shaking the rotor with an amplitude of

seven mils at ?4.6 Hz.

Dynamic Results - Smooth Seal. For the smooth seal, direct stiffness

(Fig.36) is overpredioted for the non-prerotated condition, and

underpredioted for both prerotated conditions. Best agreement is seen

in the case for prerotation opposite rotor rotation, and the trend of'

Increasing stiffness with increasing pressure ratio compares favorably.

In the cross-coupled stiffness comparison for the smooth seal

(Fig. 37), theory overpredicts for both prerotation conditions, and

underpredicts for the straight flow case. In every instance, agreement

becomes worse with increasing pressure ratio. The non-prerotated case

shows a divergence both in magnitude and sign. It should be noted,

however, that the magnitudes for this case are significantly smaller

than for either of the prerotated oases.
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Agreement between theory and experiment for direct damping (Fig.38)

is the most favorable of all the dynamic coefficients. Direct damping

for the smooth seal shows an inorease for increasing pressure ratio

across the seal, with theory overpredioting slightly for the case of

prerotation in the direction of rotor rotation. For the other

prerotation conditions, the direct damping is slightly overpredicted at

higher pressure ratios.

Cross-coupled damping (Fig.39) for the smooth seal generally shows

agreement in the trends for the theoretical and experimental results.

For prerotation in and opposing the direotion of rotor rotation, the

theory underprediots cross-coupled damping magnitude by approximately

50%, but shows a sign consistent with the test data. For the

non-prerotated case, the theory predicts coerficients so small as to be

considered negligible. This is not inconsistent with the test results,

however, as the magnitudes for this case are significantly smaller than

for either prerotated case.

Dynamic Results - Honeycomb Seal. The lioneyoomb seal data, in

general, shows the same correspondence between theory and experiment as

the smooth seal. A notable exception, however, is in the direct

stiffness coefficient (Fig.40). For both prerotated cases, the

predicted stiffness decreases with increasing pressure ratio, while the

measured stiffnesses increase. This same predicted decreasing trend is

shown for the non-prerotated case at the lower pressure ratios,

In the cross-coupled -"iffness comparison (Fig.41), the theory

underpredicts the magnitudes, but correctly predicts the signs of the

coefficients. For the non-prerotated case, the predicted st~ffnesses

are essentially zero. The relative magnitudes of the experimental

k4
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results for this same case in comparison to either prerotated case are

also quite small, however. For prerotation in the direction of rotor

rotation, theoretical cross-coupled stiffnesses are approximately 25%

le3s than experimental ones. For counter prerotation, theory

underpredict by about 50%.

With the exception of the non-prerotated case, agreement between

theory and experiment is fairly good for the direct damping coefficients

(Fig.42) of the honeycomb seal. In the non-prerotated case, theory

underprediots the coefficients by approximately 46%. The prerotated

Cases show agreement to within approximately 10%.

Theoretical results for the cross-coupled damping coefficients

(Fig.43) of the honeycomb seal are small enough to be considered

negligible. In every case, the theory underpredicts the coefficients by

a wide margin. However, the trend of increasing magnitude with

increasing pressure ratio, as well as the signs of the coefficients,

agree.

One method in which the dynamic coefficients of the smooth and

honeycomb seals can be directly compared is through their respective

non-dimensional whirl frequency ratios. Whirl frequency ratio is defined

Whirl frequency ratio - k / CO,

where 0 is the shaking frequency. This ratio is a measure of the

destabilizing influence of the cross-coupled stiffness with respect to

the stabilizing influence of direct damping. Plots of whirl

frequency ratio versus running speed are included in Fig.44. The smooth

seal plot shows a small, positive whirl frequency ratio over most of

the running speed range. The honeycomb seal plot, however, shows a

negative whirl frequency ratio. The negative sign arises due to a

IV
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negative cross-coupled stiffness. This negative k exerts a stabilizing

influenoe, resulting in a force which acts in the same direction as the

direct damping force.

IN
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A seal-test facility has been developed for the study of various

types of gas seals. A method of determining rotordynamio ooefticients

has been established, and consistent, ropeatable results have been

obtained. After some initial failures in the -test apparatus,

reliability has been satisfaotory, and a complete set of experimental

results can be acquired in a matter of days.

The experimental and theoretical results of the preceding section

support the following conclusions:

(a) Theoretical results for leakage are consistent with test

results. Slightly higher leakage occurs for cases where the flow is not

prerotated. Agreement between theory and experiment is satisfactory,

with a maximum error of approximately T.5%.

(b) Experimental and theoretical results for the pressure

distributions and entrance-loss coefficients are relatively insensitive

to running speed for the ranges (0-8500 cpm) and seals tested to date.

(c) The entrance-lasa relationship (Deissler 113J) employed by

Nelson is inconsistent with the test results for oases where the fluid

is prerotated. For all such cases except one, the entrance-loss

coefficient is underpredicted.

(d) In the test results for the honeycomb seal, the steep entrance

pressure-loss seems to extend partially inside the seal. Also, the

measured pressure at the exit of the seal generally equals the back

pressure, rather than being greater, as is predicted by compressible

U flow theory for choked flow. These same phenomena do not occur for the

smooth seal, implying that perhaps the effective length of the honeycomb
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seal is less than its actual physical length.

(e) Test results for the direct stiffness of both the smooth and

honeycomb seals show much greater sensitivity to fluid prerotation' than

predicted by theory. Prerotation of the fluid (in either direction)

results in measured direct stiffnesses which are significantly larger

than for no prerotation. Theory predicts the direct stiffness to be

relatively insensitive to fluid prerotation.

(f) Theoretical predictions of the influence of fluid prerotation

on cross-coupled stiffness and damping are consistent with the test

results. In general, theory underpredicts the magnitudes of these

cross-coupled coefficients, while correctly predicting their trends

with respect to prerotation.

(g) Agreement between theory and test results for the' direct

damping coefficients is favorable, For both the smooth and honeycomb

seal, direct damping is largest for no fluid prerotation.

(h) Over the speed range tested, none of the rotordynamic

coefficients show appreciable sensitivity to the rotational speed of the

rotor. This may be due to the lack of development of significant shear

forces in the seal. It appears that running speeds above those attained

to date may be necessary to produce significant shear force effects.

(i) For the non-prerotated case, the smooth seal has a positive

cross-coupled stiffness, while k for the honeycomb seal is negative.

This negative cross-coupled stiffness, and hence negative whirl ratio,

indicates that the stability performance of the honeycomb seal is

more favorable than that of the smooth seal.
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ON THE PRIDZCTZON or Iscompusmi3 FLow IN LaJYRZnT SALS*

3 D.L. Rhode, J.A. DOUICO, U.&. TrAeguerp and 8.1. Sobolik
Mechanical Engineering Depar-tut

Texas ALM University
College Station. TZ

Anew version of a swirl-flow finite difference W - Bulk swirl velocity

comute pvlro wa deeloed ncoportin th reent x, v, * - Axial radial, azimuthal cylindrical polar

L employed in predicting the incompressible flow wihn r- Turbulent exchange coefficient

tiona. Close agreement between predictions and pve- - Turbulence dissipation rate
vious corresponding seal measuremento is shown for . Generalized dependent var.Afble
verification purposes. The distribution of each - Tism-een density
quantity revealing the complete flow character for a - Kinematic viscosity
labyriLnth semal cavity :Is presented mid discussed herse - Shaf t spead
for the fteet time. The effect of sea camity geometry
on overall pressure drop is shown to Ie significent. Suscipts~~E

tn addition, hsivetgto constitutes a
timly valaton f te UIC con dIe fferencing 008966v North. sMuth, Beast. West faces of a con-

scheme for realistic, highly no&-ILner turbulent flow trol volume
applications. No significant stability difficulties M,S.,W, North, South* Rest. West neighboring
were encountered. Moreover. the resulting increased. grid points
accuracy allows an accurate solution using conaiderably
fewer grid points than for the Nybrid upvind/contral xNTRuDrnou
acheme. Computer execution tims consume emloying
QUICK was only 441 of that for the Nybrid scheme. M A"

ISbyinta seals pla) a vital role in Sas and stem.
NO~gCLAURZturbins,. compressors, awA high-eiapacity fuel pumps.

in fuel pumps the sealing objective is generally to

A Coatage volumetrface aireat pialssag throughkag fla owinthisa iuthaed imeles wie.e1
STotath clallradiu for aursinpes itrais otenthou seal oaL igurtion. leachg

rsh -shafto raiu tosgnoth cvra lbr &a ier seo the arvaidae prhighly head
ke - xa Tubleyod abrinomanf kinetic energy, somev fopahbtenigadlofwhihessur drs-
L SuW Comomts of siee aity source tem sp Te ihis the acavmpityhediabey st ow aAMssre Of

Ps - SGrce terme Mof erutc ratictoro Lveath issipt ion cave itpeimes.l Te f ied
Ta Lekg Tay or umbe icwr at psevger through o ralflwcaaeitiso labyrinth"ilutaeInVS1

Sp U C oot-enarane bfulft axise veouci tyr sealsd winthin toe obvtyaimmediately -bAwedrea-

V * u~v~) -Time-mean velocity (in zo r. S tions for estimating the leakage rate.* A few have
dircttion) employed Jam qremaibla fluids (I-A] while other. have

u resented at the 7th Amnual Energy-Sources Technclogy Conference (ASME, et al.),
New Orleans, La, Feb. 12-16, 1984.
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utilixed compressible ones (5-10].* often at incompres- ical diffusion 114-151, It is the turbulent recir-
sible fl101 conditions. The majority of these investi- culati~ng type of flow, such as that of the present
gatious hove performed parametric studias conlcernIing problem, which is particularly susceptible to this
how pressure drop, seal design, clearances, rotational phenmoanon. Grid refinement sufficient to allow cen-
speed, etc. affect overall performance. The results tral differencing; (i.e. when 11.1 1 2.0) for convec-Iof such studies can be used with a fair mount of tion terms would circumvent this error. However, cost
accuracy for predicting the leakage rate through the and storage difficulties would become severe for =eat
particular labyrinth seal that was studied. Imowver, two-dimensional, problems and prohibitive for three-
when a labyrinth seal of a considerably dif ferent dimensional ones.
design Is considered, use of these amirlcally-based Fortunately, two imparoved convective differenciagII relations entails substantial error. approaches which minimize false diffusion have recent-

Accurate numerical simualation of labyrinth seal ly been proposed. The "skew upwind differencing"
flowfields employing the governing differential scheme of Ialthby (161 reduces skewness eirwror by
equations is relatively complicated and empmi~ve. essentially aligning the upwind differmaning sobme
A, recent computerized literature search conducted by for convection terms along local streamalines. The
the present authors indicated that Only stoff (1ll end recent MICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for
Rhoda at al. (121 have reported such an investigation. Convective Linmiatics) scheme of Leonard (171 elimi-
Staff's solution correspoeded to a very luarg scale mate& false diffusion by Incorporating a three-point

S experimental water facility consisting of a straight- upwind-shifted interpolation formual. Recent in-
through series of genetic cavities as ilustrated in vestigationa by Les~obsner (181 end Leachainer and
Fig. 1. Ba compared a single radial profile of pre- Bodi (191 discuss results using both QUICK and skes-
dicted san swirl velocity, r.m~s. swirl velocity ,and upwind differencing, indicating distinct advantases
turbulence dissipation rate with his corresponding over the hybrid upwind/central differencing scheme.

S measurements for an axial station midway between Although several appliastion studies [18-241
adjacent teeth, A sample of thes e uasurements was have incorporated, one or both of these two recent
utilised in this investigation for experimental voni- achemes, most of the flow problems considered thus far
fication purposes (these are apparently the only ere relatively easy to solve. gaena the stability end
detailed uasaurements av.ailale), MaRde et ",. pro- overshoot tendencies of these two scheme* remain to be
seated several solutions, involving different grids sufficiently challenged. Specificilly. to the knowl-
and convection differencing schhins, clearly illus- edge of these authors, only Leschainer and modi (191
tvating false diffusion numerical error effects on the and Man at al. (121 hae" tormally documented predic-
solution for compressible flaw through a cavity of tions using QUICK for highly noný-linear, turbulent
unique configuratioc. recirculating flows. similarly only Militser at aL.

(24). Leschsiner and Rodi. (19]. and lenodekar at al.
(23) have reported ustag Raithby' s method for such

/ Stator Housing cases. The present problem is perhaps the most
challenging for stability considerations because of

___________________ the very high Me and the enanced pressure-velocity
__________________________________nan-linearity due to the presence of swirl momentum.

Roaig ," The numerical procedure employed in this In-

- - - - - - - - - Its WInflene on wall functions as well as the
alw~atio ofsloping well boundaries There are

several methods of nuamrically simulating the sloPing
Fig. 1 Generic labyrinth seal configuration cavity wall shown in, Fig. 5(b). In the interest of

Conceptual simplicity. the stairstep simulation ap-
proach illustrated in fig. 2 was followed. Rhode at

False Oiffusion al. (26] foamd that, if carefully implemented. thea

Until recently the moet effective method for G Terxraising from this apaproximation Is Mall in
avoiding instability in numericsl solutions Of con- comparison to that of the turbulence model.
veation-domineted flows has bees the use of upwind Th #everning equations for this &USiymeetric
differencing for convection teana. flowever, this flow conist of conservation of mass eOd momentum
first-order accurate scheme introduces false4 diffusion (with X. r, I velocity cowposeeto u. v. w), as Well as
(131. This is a second-order tuacatimm wmari~cia trisaport equat ions for turbulene kinetic energy IL

erro whch cn, ndercerain oedu~oe, yeldand turbulence dissipation rate e. They may be
serious consequences for solution accuracy. This dif-d nte eealfr
ficulty occurs where convee tics dominates (i.e. where
the grid Pdalet number sIva a lvIa/r, exceeds 2.0) in31(u +
the presence of beth streemaian-to-grid skewness MAn (pv J. (r) (on ) -

diffusive trensport mormal to the flow direceide. *()
False diffusion results in an ovetly diffusive" t*~

solution. In fact, eaow solutions have been obtaineod
in which false diLffusion has entirely obscured phys-

2



Following the approach of Gosman and Pun, the

I. T23 Mfinite difference equation for each 4 can be obtained
by first analytically integrating Eq.* I over the volume
of the appropriate micro-control volume using the Gauss

IN.....................................UT vargence theorem. The result may be expressed inN OUT terpis of the control volume face values.* The con-
vection And diffusion term become outf ace integrala

* . .- ~-of the convective and diffusive fluxes while the source

A 4 :: : term is linearized. This results in 12S1

Epu# - r# 4 ~A - Epu# r- 1'.11A

I~ Cpv* F

UrSO where subscripts n, a, A and w refer to north, south,
" "ast mad west control volume facu". There are various

ROT ways of evaluating the face values of # In the convec-
tion terms using latest available values at neighborin
nodes. zaah method of evaluation constitutes a die-

rig. 2 Computational domain for a labyrinth seal tinat comvection differencing b4oman. The objective
cavity with a coarse griLd of any method isa to Accurately evaluate the conveted

#-value at each face of the control volume while
wher 4 eprsens ay o t~depndet ~avoiding the instability associated with high convec-

te requatsonts diff y ofmriyi the irpndn variables.,n tion rates.
th euaios ife pimriy n herfinal source ObAeM from the illustration in firi. 3 that the

terms S# (27). It is the standard version of th two upwind scheme ts based on the uniform #4-istributiont
e4 equation k-c turbulence modal (28], extended to include

swirl momentum, which has been employed thus far. The
corresponding finite difference equations are solved

El via the SIMPLOO somi-inplicit, line-by-line method
employing the tridiagonal matrix algorithm. TheN

S solution method edvancess, processing one column of *

control volumes at a tims, always sweeping in the
downstream direction. th. aiyIlt r aual

Boundary values at tecvt e r aual
very important, but unfortunately were unk&M, as E

S necessary quantitative flow meassurements were unavail-
able eve at a single operating condition, Due to this
lack of inlot boundary data, for each erical"I itera-
tion the inet values of each variable (except pres-
sure) were Assumed equal to the latest corresponding
outlet values. This practicea Imlies the presence of (a) Upwind diffearucing concept

aseries of geometrically identical cavities sand a
stramosisc periodic flow occurring downstream of the
firspt two or three cavities. The "oundary treatmeent
u utlie alon eac wall empoye the wal fuNto
formalae for swirling flows (27). A special technique
of implementing these formulae was utilized for con- O
trol volumes along the rotor in order to properly O
account for the circumferential velocity of the surface.

Discretisation Usina GUIC9 1111L

The computer code originally emodied the Epbrid a l E
upwind/central differencing scheme for convection terms.L
This formulation yialds the upwind dIffersoce treatment
when the grid Pfist inumber magnitude in a given
direction eoceds" 2.0; otherwise central differuacing
is Used. The false diffusion difficulty with the
first-order accurate upwind portion of the lybrid ()QIKdfeann ocp
scheme motivated the use of QUICK. The QUICK schme()QIKdfeecn ocp

yields a third-order accurate difference equation which
is free of false diffusion, a second order truncation
error. laithby's sktew upwind diifeareaclS scem would 'Fg 3 Illustration of (a) Upwind aid (b) QUIC1K

haysproablydisense wih flse iffsionjus esdifferencing concepts for evaluating * At a
hae fpctively, wesne ih as ifsinjs s"t control volume face with flow f rom left

effectvaly.to right

3
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assumptio~n in evaluating 4 at any face. Also shown is 0.4771 vy,
that QUICK is based an upstruamr-shifte~d quadratic in-
turpolation for each control volume face. Tb. vastHI

S if %~ in positive "An ,_M

I4 S

if u is negative. The first tetU in the"se xpe
stool represents the centered difference formula, and /zi
the second Is the crucial stabilizing upstresm-wei~ghted fig. 4 Comarso of present pedictions -
curvaturie contri~butlon. Quadratic Initerpdlation wan of dimensionless swirl velocity with cor-
lacoqrported only for the convected variable # whreas responding IDA measurements (a o oa. Y

S centered dilffrescdng ens applied for tho conveting of Stotf 1111 at xIL - 0.3
velocities.

Thin schwae has been carefully Imppemented Js the claac a- 0.216 sap radial distance frau cavity
convective tomus of only the momentum equations. bs osao aldn113tn n imsi ~ce
Leachainer and lodi (19) have supported this in a bas ito tato wel62 x 10- 1/.10 .adliaai i
plaining that solutions for k and e were found to be it gri a oedaw study we codute andIs e
unaffected by the convective differeucing scee Aus grid deailpeldew. Ctonyergecndctedt asnd candi-
especially I~n the shear layer bordering a reairoula- cusseds cit etiai below. aovesa0.052 tees usndetae for

S tion sone. They attribute this to the fact that the thergnce criteri am lof rsdal 0. en soure undertaden @,o
source terms of these equations dominate convctive thforexmpliedsuofrsda a.sremante,
transport within the influential shear layer such as o x.pe
that found in the present seal. problem. tG11APls

RXUIULTI AND DIUCOBIZON figures 5(a) and (b) show predicted dimensionless
streammline patterns calculated and plotted by computer.

Kawerluental Verification The recirculation cell given in Fig. 5(a) is the GS-
A couputerised literature search Indicated that petted result of a free sheau layer flowing over a

S only the paper by Stoff (111 gives detailed quantita- caity. The predictions give no indication that an
tive velocity wemagrgmenta within a labyrinth seal. addlttional small reniraulation cell exists in the
cavity. only the circumfErentil4 velocity component corfer at the bass of each tooth. for the case of

is resntdi t we easte wih ainer opler negligible Inlet (i.e. leakage) flow rates a pair of
ssnpnoseterl at was sige aiad withati loated mdo 57 counter-rotating Taylor-LIMe cells us exipected within

S between adjacent teseth. These measurements were the cavity. A predicted velocity v*Gtar plot of this
emloyed for preliminary verification testing of then fLOWfiald is pres~eted by Staff.sN alsGO shoe &
current computer and- similar plot for the c"an of smell ibaet flow rate

Staff utiliged A, l4rge-6cale teat section WO&I l. a 0.06. That eas exhibits both recirculationN o a straight-through seal with rectangulir cavitiess cells. the upstream one being extended downstream near
through whi~ch water flowed, It is a@ssued that the the free shear layer, &Wa the other occupying only the
flow conditions are characterized priasrily by the lower right -hand coreer of the rectasgular cavity.
axial Reynolds numaber 1Aft I Wa/VAl 3.4 z 102 alu Also observe in Fig. 5(a) that the dividing

the aylr nmbe To (W/Y)d/rh)4 1. x 01. streamLine exhibits a reaittadL-Ant stagnation point
Thes Tayre nubaed ota g (Nd/u) (d/rsh' bul a 1xia0l slightly below the peripheral corner of the downstream
v Teseit arUbseo tooth-cle arance bul kiea ic A oityi t tooth. This in also true of the typicol cavity design
cveoity bulk tooth veleaacet c, kineat aic robsoaeit as seen in Fig. 5(b). The aredicted recirculation

radial distance from cavity bass to stator wall d. strength for the typical design Is approximately 292
Figut 4 showe that predictions using the cm- olf the leakage flow rate, whereas it is 392 for the

puter code described above are In good agremment (62 generic ca"e.
discrepancy) with StoffL's corresponding measubements. PrflPot
Further $.Staff!e icomputation emloyed the sam =Mrs- rfePlt
ica approach and Hybrid diLL erencing schoem discussed Many quantitative details ior the flow field in a
earlier, and his predictions are essentially identical labyrinth cavity "ar not found elsewhere, particularly
to those shown here. concerning the inet boundary values. Therefore

tomearous radial profiles of each flow variable aer
COeratint-Conditions included here. for velocity predictions, three

The operating conditions of the two sedal inves- separate solutions are shown, owloyinol (a) the
tigeted herein are idestisia. Liquid hydrogen at 4203 QUC formulation with a 33 x 31 grid. (b) the Mybrid

S enters a cavity with tooth-clearance bulk velocity formulation with a 53 z 53 grid. and (c) the Hybrid
U 3 ~. h rmrydmninls lw~formulation with the 33 x 31 grid. Both grids are

motors (daf~d earlier) ares Oag - 1.0 a 10' and uniform f or Comparison purposes.
Ta As L.2 X 102.* Other conditions are shaft Speed All, the data presented here vua calculated end
a - 33,410 rpm. caviTy axia Lenth L - 1.113 sm, plotted by computer. figures 6, 85, and 9 exhibit the
stator vail radius R is 42.89 sm, tooth radial distriut~uion of predicted axil, radial, end swirl
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Fin. 5 Predicted dh mousiona leisssdiratne ptataern yN /)
tsi hefori (a) a 3e1eric and (b) 3 t5picad

labyrtio .th seal cai• y(

ve locity vasue), ihereas Fivlt. 7 provides y magtniloedview of a portiJon of• Fig. 6 for 4ataiJled Luspeoctou. F•Its, 6 Predicted dimmisiJonless mean Raxil velocitly

F igure 6(a) oveas the di oeed, the3s t 3w Ux fa tha a tamatia 3 ad (b) a tybpid a labytinth
valocity dis5rybutridolt for the egenei iasltyy. The sealscavit•rid i howing 33 x 31s lUyr. The aa).
axTah vlocatey vatueb of the thresolutio ns aieacut ve are 53 x v3 Uybro d t u, and 33 x 31
tin athreemenC These solaution • di bencoate tlh al very Hybrid C solutih on Ularges va~lue of Du/|r actors near trhe sepairation cor-
n r; th~isi Lu dJcativ of high t~urbulence energy

&aterd.on T che 3 r3 e 3 heay r 'id yr. that the 33 x 31 QUIC and the 53 a o3 Hybrid solu-
The magnified vam .(wivh wx1dd velocity mcale) tions of iqil t valoar ty are nexb ly a dmaor ecolmate

eof ax. i (a) revealsotyt, dintdib t e 33 x 31 QUpIC that An thae ov the 33 b 31 Hybpr d a olution oti noi
cand v3 x i3 .Hybrid ioluvtions are eMontily t dehat cal. grid independent in toli free ihea layer. The abial' I Th.is tuic.ates that both solutiors are "crate and velocity values of thise solution deviate from those o~f
t hat the QUICK formltion has been cor~rectly imlple- the other two solutions by as much as 201 of• U.
mmted, The 33 x 31 HybriLd and 53 x 33 Sybrid soJ~u- Observe at this point that the QUICK approach -
A::ons differ very @11shltly. as •Lplemeaoted hav~e - exhilbits a major ecwica~t lls

The axiale velocit•y distribution forth~e t-ypical adventag$ over t~he Bybrid approach. ZIn obtaining8 4cavity in Fig, 6(bN is very semiLer to that in fig,. gri:d Andepeadent soluti:on, utill-ation of the Rybril•
6(&). The moat significant differmncus appear at mbhOd req•n•ne 53 x 53 grid points (consiming 1.79 x
x/L w 0.35, both In the free sheer layer and in t 10 CPU seconds on a Prim 750 computer), where"e
lower extremity of the cavity. As with the generic utilisation of QUICK lsquirem only 33 x 31 pointscavity, the magnified viev in Fig. 7(b) clearl.y sho (using only 7.79 x 10J CPU m•cnds). This execution
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fit. 8 Predicted dimmumionlels m aW& rv V4 velocit1y w/r5Sa
fort (a) a seonea ad (b) a typical
labyrinth seal cavity howaint 33 t 31 QUZIC
(- ), 53 x 53 Hybrid ( - - ) and
33 x 31 ii)brid ( - - solutions b yiclcvt

decrease at constrictions in flow area. The variatinc
of flow area in indicated by the dividing stramulie Fig. 9 Predicted dinsionles m si velocit

SFigure (o), A sharp positive pressure p w(b) a typical
occurs in an annular fashion near %/L a 0. reats labyrinth meal cavity showing 33 x 31 QUICK
from the flow etagmatio an the dow•atreom tooth, e ( ) 53 g 53 3yrf (-Th- )a
resulting overall pressure drop fros inlet to outlet
of thia cavity at the staged conditions t pricted 3 K 31 lybrid (----) solutions
as approximtely 6.0 x 10A kPip. Only the 33 x 31
QUICK solution is presented here, as values frum ohh

other two pssueatio show i ni t dheviatPoca prgssuge atop for this cavity is approxirately 6.0 x
The pressure distribution within the typical 104 his, an taoreassa of 33X from the jeftric geomtry,

cavity is see in Fig. 10(b) to exhibi siialar game, sx f of stblt y consider s-
trends. Noevev, leatage flow pwresure varies i •h Mmmm, tp xt from botordyuami 1a-i7 conaidera-
strum aie direction mich mwre gradually for this tions. the typical design in therefore prefsrred over

geom•try until about x/L m 0.65. Proceeding down- Its generia countperpt.
trams pressure decresmj mov rapidly than for t te As metioned esarlier, the large value of lu/Ar in

tenerce assur the fldecow area constrict I passing th free sher layer yields a high generation rate of
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pressure fotJ~ (a) a lSmanswic an (b) a &snriae casc The greatest value occrs Ja both crass
vtypicl •Lanlt~h seal. cavit=y Sbovftg the near the reatt:s~ben ss g €u~ti:oa point.. 4 significant
33 x 31 QUICK soluti£on portion of t~hism •ut•,ux o energy ina uouvaead over the

dowstres o, -"idicated by the d-isribution at

sit, a 1.0. As ammouted for both caIvit~ie considered
lt•urbultence kinetic• energy. ThisJ of wwo" pr utes 1wra, the t**,4xaus,•oa reg:Lc~ts is an t~o be a

the large oveva],l pressure dro~p. Hlum4, the station effectiv~e cubulance energy sink.
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fig. 7 Magnified view of predicted dimenaoileas man saxa velocity for
(a) a generi and (b) a typical labyrinth seal cavity shovwig 33 x 31
QUICK ( -- ) 53 x 53 Hybrid (a-- -) sad 33 : 31 Hybrid

... .- ) solutions

tins fat the preaset QUICK version of the code is only for both seal designs are alaost unlform throulhout
44Z of that required by the Hybrid version. This ti the entire domain. They are 0.65 and 0.69 for film.
mostly attributed to the wall knunm apparent 1uggish 9(a) and (b) respectively. Not shown is a very
responee to riad reftlnsmnt of the upwind portion of sharp gradient near each surface. All three solutions
the Nybrid schis. As d4mnstrated by Us en &1. [321, give essentially the saw swirl velocity values tor,
this lack of response is actually a false diffusion the generic design whtile the 33 a 31 Hybrid solution
effeat. io not quite r8d Independent for the typical case.

As expected, there is negligible me= vaAl Figures 10(a) and (b) ahoh the distribution of
veloe4ity in the le•a&ge flow region of the genetic pressure relative to the cawity inlet stator wall
cavity as s Ieen i4n Fs. I(a) 8sA (b) except mear pressure • 1ow. In the lowakae flow region of the
the stagnation point on tVAhe 0 aream tooth., $eaI emneric cavity, pPressue d4ereases in the Otreiaa
designers can pelrhap reduce this leakag* ontribustion direction until about x/L w 0.3. Then It increases
by altering the tooth shape at this location. Sase*- slightly until approximately x/L a 0.780 whereupon
tially the s values result from the three solutions. It suddenly decreases as the flow accelerates over the
The swirl velocity in Figs. 9(o) end (b) is normalized dowuesreom tooth. This pressure variation in a
by the shaft circumferential valtciJty. The values refle•tion of the leraulli effect of pressure
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